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ABSTRACT
Promoting Speech and Vocabulary Development Through Specialized Storybooks in
Children With and Without Cleft Palate
by
Joellyn R. Smith

This study investigated changes in vocabulary and speech production in response to storybooks
embedded with specialized language prompts and speech recasts. Six children received
intervention, 3 with cleft palate (CLP), displaying speech-language delays, and 3 with nonclefts,
each 12-24 months of age. A multiple baseline design across behaviors was implemented by a
clinician. Results indicated all children increased use of target vocabulary and production of
stop consonants, while reducing compensatory articulation errors. Generalization of targets to a
picture-naming task, a free-play task, and to the home was observed. Effect sizes were
moderate-to-high. Children with CLP required more sessions to achieve criterion. Analysis of
20-minute language samples, collected pre- and post-intervention, showed that both groups
increased their vocabulary and speech measures.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Many language interventions for young children include teaching children in familiar
environments with familiar adults (Hancock, Kaiser, & Delaney, 2002; Hemmeter & Kaiser,
1994; Kaiser, Hancock, & Hester, 1998; Kaiser et al., 1996; Lim, 1999; Miller, 1989; Senechal,
Thomas, & Monker, 1995; Woods, Kashinath, & Goldstein, 2004; Yoder et al., 1995;
Zevenburgen & Whitehurst, 2003). These studies emphasize that parents and teachers can use
early speech and language techniques in the home or school to enhance vocabulary acquisition;
however, there are few resources available to support the use of these speech and language
techniques in everyday interactions. This study investigated the usefulness of two storybooks
that included speech and language prompts on the speech and vocabulary acquisition of typically
developing toddlers and toddlers with non-syndromic cleft lip and/or palate (CLP).
Recent studies have shown that non-syndromic children with CLP show early speech and
language delays characterized by a small consonant inventory, poor speech accuracy, and slow
vocabulary growth (Broen, Devers, Doyle, Prouty, & Moller, 1998; Estrem & Broen, 1989;
Scherer & D’Antonio, 1997; Scherer, 1999). Children with CLP are slow to develop oral
consonants that require high oral air pressure (e.g. stops and fricatives) and often substitute nasal
consonants and sounds made in the pharynx and larynx (i.e., glottal stops and pharyngeal
fricatives) for oral consonants (Chapman, Hardin-Jones, Schulte, & Halter, 2001; PetersonFalzone, Trost-Cardamone, Karnell, & Hardin-Jones, 2006;). If these speech patterns persist
through the early language-learning period, there is an increased likelihood that these patterns
will remain in the child’s repertoire and impact expressive language development.
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In addition to speech impairments, recent studies have documented the presence of
language deficits in children with non-syndromic cleft palate (Broen et al., 1998; Estrem &
Broen, 1989; Scherer, 1999). Scherer (1999) suggests that children with CLP have a limited
vocabulary along with speech delays. For children with CLP, these early expressive language
deficits appear to be related to their limited phonological repertoire, but for some children,
limited vocabulary and language skills persist into school age. Broen et al. (1998) examined the
language development of young children with CLP and found that these children had limited
vocabulary compared to their noncleft peers because children with CLP primarily choose words
with sounds that they can produce correctly (i.e., nasals and vowels). More recently, Chapman et
al. (2001) compared the speech and vocabulary development of children with CLP and typically
developing children at 21 months of age. Children with CLP displayed smaller consonant
inventories and produced fewer words than noncleft peers, supporting past clinical and research
findings that children with CLP have both speech and language delays (Chapman et al., 2001).
Therefore, early structural changes in the oral cavity may limit and alter the sounds needed for
language acquisition (Scherer, 1999).
Enhanced Milieu Teaching Approach to Speech and Language Intervention
Historically, intervention for children with CLP has primarily targeted articulation
placement and resonance (Scherer, 1999). There are currently few studies that investigate the
efficacy of early intervention methods targeting both vocabulary growth and speech sound
accuracy for children with CLP. Scherer (1999) found that language intervention programs,
including Milieu Teaching techniques, are an effective method for improving both vocabulary
and articulation in children with CLP. Enhanced Milieu Training (EMT) (Alpert & Kaiser,
1992), a language intervention approach that is most often used in familiar settings, has been
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shown through research to be useful in facilitating growth of both vocabulary and articulation
skills in children with CLP (Scherer, 1999).
EMT is a language intervention approach that combines Milieu Teaching (MT) (Warren
& Kaiser, 1986) and Responsive Interaction (RI) (Weiss, 1981) techniques. RI incorporates a set
of child-based interactions that includes “following the child’s lead, responding to the child’s
verbal and nonverbal initiations, providing meaningful semantic feedback, and expanding the
child’s utterances to maintain the child’s interest in the conversation and provide linguistic
models slightly in advance of the child’s current language” (Kaiser & Delaney, 2001, p. 17 ).
Kaiser et al. (1996) trained parents to implement RI techniques in an effort to target their child’s
language skills in the home, and these researchers found improvement in language development
for all children in the study. Yoder et al. (1995) found similar results when teachers
implemented RI techniques with children with disabilities in a classroom setting. Therefore,
parents and teachers can successfully implement RI techniques.
MT uses a set of language prompts and environment manipulation in order to arrange the
child’s naturalistic environment in a way that motivates the child to use communication skills.
The child’s responses are continually expanded as the adult targets vocabulary appropriate to the
child’s language skill level. The child is reinforced for use of communication as the adult
provides requested objects and continued interaction (Hancock & Kaiser, 2006). Research has
shown that MT is effective at facilitating vocabulary development in children with mental
retardation (Warren, 1992), children on the autism spectrum (Hemmeter & Kaiser, 1994), and
children with language impairment (Akhtar, Dunham, & Dunham, 1991).
Through the combination of MT and RI language techniques, EMT provides children
with increased opportunities to learn language by presenting language prompts focused on
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specific targets in a child-centered context. Most studies have explored the use of EMT in play
activities; however, book reading is also a familiar activity for young children and is amenable to
language facilitation. This study will explore the effectiveness of EMT prompts embedded
within books to facilitate vocabulary and speech production in children with CLP and children
without cleft and may provide an additional method for enhancing speech and language
development for young children with CLP that can be used by clinicians and parents. The
present study also incorporates a type of conversational recast (i.e., speech recasts) in the
storybook intervention protocol in an effort to provide a direct articulation treatment for the
children with CLP.
Conversational recasts are responses to an immature or incorrect child production that
includes additional semantic, grammatical, and/or phonological information and generally
corrects the child’s error. Numerous studies support the use of phonological recasting while the
adult reads an engaging storybook or engages with the child in naturalistic play activities
(Camarata, 1993; Camarata & Nelson, 2006; Fey & Loeb, 2002; Leonard, Camarata, Brown, &
Camarata, 2004; Tyler, Lewis, & Welch, 2003; Yoder, Camarata, & Gardner, 2005). Yoder et
al. (2005), in providing rationale for the use of speech recasts, state that speech recasts provide
the child with the phonological rules for which speech sounds are produced at the moment in
which the child is most likely to process the information. In a small study involving two
preschool children with articulation difficulties, Camarata (1993) found that phonological recasts
significantly decreased the children’s speech errors. Camarata and Nelson (2006) emphasize that
targets for recast intervention need to include phonemes that the child is developmentally ready
to produce but is consistently producing in error. Therefore, in the present study, the words that
were recasted in the storybook intervention contained phonemes that were developmentally
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appropriate for each child, in the effort to target correct placement of oral consonants in the
children with and without CLP.
Considerable literature exists on the effectiveness of EMT-based language therapy
delivered by clinicians, teachers, and parents (Alpert & Kaiser, 1992; Hancock et al., 2002;
Hemmeter & Kaiser, 1994; Kaiser et al., 1996; Kaiser et al., 1998; Kaiser, Hancock, & Nietfeld,
2000; Scherer, 1999); however, there are few resources available to assist parents and teachers in
implementing EMT. Materials, ideally, include those that are interesting to the child and those
that are easily manipulated to increase the child’s communicative attempts (e.g., requests) during
play. Therefore, age-appropriate storybooks should be considered an intervention tool to help
implement speech and language therapy.
Dialogic Book Reading
Researchers who have investigated different language interventions have found that book
reading serves as a prominent facilitator of speech and language growth in clinical and
naturalistic settings (Senechal et al., 1995; Zevenbergen & Whitehurst, 2003). These studies have
used questions and answers during book reading activities, known as Dialogic Book Reading, to
target vocabulary and pre-literacy skills from young children. Dialogic book reading, first
described by Whitehurst et al. (1988), involves an interactive shared-picture-book-reading
experience created to build young children's language, vocabulary, and even pre-literacy skills. It
can be used by clinicians, parents, or teachers to facilitate a child’s language goals (Davis, 2004).
Dialogic book reading allows for a unique, shared book reading experience between the
adult and the child (Whitehurst et al., 1988). Prior to the book reading activity, the adult
generates questions about the book’s content to target specific vocabulary (i.e., receptive or
expressive vocabulary) or language responses (e.g., plural /s/; use of abstract concepts) from the
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child. Therefore, the book must contain the target words or target language responses the adult is
aiming for in treatment. During shared book reading the adult incorporates these target questions
within the reading experience and provides specific feedback to each of the child’s responses
(Davis, 2004; Whitehurst et al., 1988). Senechal et al. (1995) found that children who answered
questions during dialogic book reading tasks receptively acquired and used more words than
children who only listened. These researchers also found that children who identified pictures
during book reading activities acquired more target words than children who simply listened
(Senechal et al., 1995; Zevenbergen & Whitehurst, 2003).
Children who actively engage during book reading experiences with adults demonstrate
an increase in vocabulary acquisition over children who passively listen to the reading. (Arnold,
Lonigan, Whitehurst, & Epstein, 1994; Whitehurst et al., 1988). Moreover, dialogic book
reading has been implemented by parents and teachers in homes with typically developing
toddlers (Arnold et al., 1994), and these researchers found that parents successfully used dialogic
reading in the home as their children made significant progress in their vocabulary skills and
overall language development.
Combining Dialogic Book Reading With EMT techniques for Storybook Intervention
Recently, Kishel (2006) embedded dialogic book reading strategies and EMT language
prompts into two specialized storybooks, in an effort to build the vocabulary of a 20-month old
typically developing child and a 34-month old child with a diagnosis of seizure disorder,
developmental delay, and speech and language delay. Each storybook was designed to teach
eight target words: four were taught for expressive identification and four were taught for
receptive comprehension. Each page contained EMT prompting procedures for the clinician to
read to the child. Feedback for the clinician to give to the child after each response was provided
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within the embedded prompting procedures section of each page (See Appendix A for an
example).
Kishel’s study took place in the children’s preschool classroom; however, the teachers
were not trained to implement the intervention. Kishel conducted probe sessions before each
intervention phase and at the end of the study to assess the children’s acquisition of target words
and generalization of target words to novel pictures. Kishel (2006) found that the language
prompts within the storybooks facilitated both children’s receptive and expressive language.
Further, both children learned most of the target vocabulary words in the storybooks and
generalized some of the target words to novel stimuli. These storybooks were successful in
combining EMT prompting within a storybook text; however, the child with developmental
delays was unable to learn all the targets in both books due to her speech impairments. She took
36 sessions to acquire all target words embedded in Book 1 intervention and did not acquire all
target words for Book 2 intervention. The learning criterion for Book 2 was not met due to the
delayed child’s inability to articulate one of the expressive target words (Kishel, 2006).
Therefore, it was concluded that the child with the speech impairment may need a modification
(e.g., speech recasting) to the prompting procedure within the storybooks to directly target
speech sound production of the expressive targets.
Kishel failed to control for the number of repetitions of each target word in the two
books, as each expressive target word was repeated at least 3 times and each receptive target
word repeated at least 1 time. This is an apparent weakness of the study. Repeated exposure to
new words, either within the text of a book or through several readings of the same book, has
been shown to facilitate children’s acquisition of those words (Elley, 1989; Senechal, 1997).
Oetting, Rice, and Swank (1995) found that children with specific language impairment, as well
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as their normally developing peers, can incidentally learn words, particularly words representing
objects, in a storybook context without any specific instruction given by the reader of the book.
Robin and Ehri (1994) found that the probability of learning a new word was greater for words
occurring twice in a book’s text as compared to words only occurring once. This study assesses
the impact of adding phonological recasting prompts to the language prompts in EMT with a
group of children known to have early speech deficits while holding constant the number of
repetitions of each target word in the storybooks.
Purpose
This present study was designed to extend the results of Kishel (2006) by using specialized
EMT storybooks with three children with known speech impairments (i.e., cleft lip and-or palate)
and three noncleft children. The overall goal of this research was to examine the effectiveness of
storybooks using EMT prompting strategies and phonological recasting to facilitate vocabulary
learning and speech production in children with CLP. Three specific questions were addressed
in this study. First, does reading storybooks created with target words and specific receptive and
expressive language prompts help children with CLP and children without clefts acquire and
correctly produce the target words? Second, do children with and those without clefts generalize
use of newly-learned vocabulary words from specialized storybook intervention to a free play
context with related toys? Finally, how quickly do the children with CLP achieve correct stop
consonant pronunciation in the target words?
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CHAPTER 2
METHODS
Setting
The study was conducted in an early childhood center. This study was approved by the
East Tennessee State University Institutional Review Board. Signed informed consent was
obtained for all participants.
For all participants, screening, baseline, daily reading, and probe (i.e., initial,
intermediate, and final) sessions were conducted in a private room within the early childhood
center during the free play time in the early morning. All sessions lasted approximately 30
minutes per participant, twice weekly. All sessions conducted in the early childhood center were
video recorded for effective analysis of each session.
Participants
Three young children with nonsyndromic CLP displaying expressive vocabulary and
speech delays and three noncleft children participated in the study. Participants in both groups
were matched on vocabulary production, age, gender, and socioeconomic status. The primary
matching variables for subjects were vocabulary production and age, while gender and
socioeconomic status were considered secondary matching variables. The participants’
vocabulary production was determined by the McArthur-Bates Communicative Development
Inventory: Words and Gestures (MCDI) (Fenson et al., 1993). All participants produced at least
15 and not more than 35 words on the MCDI, were within 12 to 24 months of age, and were
missing at least 5 of the 6 stop consonants prior to intervention. Socioeconomic status was
established from a case history form (Appendix B) completed by the parent that included
information on the parents’ education background and type of employment. Socioeconomic
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status was determined by placing the family in one of five socioeconomic categories based on
criteria from Eilers et al. (1993). To be a part of this study, each participant’s family must have
been within Category 1 of Eilers et al. (1993) five categories. Exclusionary criteria included the
following: 1) a neurological disorder, 2) a sensorineural hearing loss, or 3) palate repair later
than 15 months of age.
Materials
Books
The books used in this study were the same as those used in Kishel’s (2006) study with
permission. These books were designed to be age-appropriate and language-level appropriate for
children in the early stages of language development. Attractive, yet simple, storylines were
used with activities familiar to the children (e.g., going to the park and taking a bath). Each book
contained four target words for comprehension (i.e., receptive targets) and four target words for
production (i.e., expressive targets). Storybook target word vocabulary was selected to be
developmentally appropriate, contain stop consonants, and include simple syllable structures,
due to the limited production of stop consonants for the children with CLP. It is important to note
that one of the expressive targets contained the initial fricative consonant /s/, in order to sample a
more advanced phoneme of fricatives for these children with CLP. Scripted prompts for EMT
were embedded beside the story text. In Kishel’s study, each expressive target word was
repeated at least 3 times in the story and each receptive target word was repeated at least once in
the story before being tested (Kishel, 2006). In the present study, in an effort to control
vocabulary exposure, each expressive and receptive target word was repeated 3 times before
language prompts were presented. See Table 1 for a summary of each component of the books
as well as the rationale for each component.
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Table 1
Components Used in the Production of Specialized Storybooks
Component

Rationale

Books are short, consisting of
only 14-16 pages

Children are able to stay engaged throughout the entire
book reading session

The text on each page consists
of concrete words and simple
sentence structure

Children are able to stay engaged as each page is read,
which increases the likelihood children will learn the words
and comprehend the text

Colorful pictures were used in
the books

Children are more likely to stay engaged if the pictures are
interesting and colorful

Starting and ending pages are
the same

Using the same starting and ending pages sets up a routine
for readers

Themes of the books are
familiar activities for young
children

Children are able to access prior knowledge about the
activities which aids in comprehension and generalization
of the target words is promoted when the children
participate in the activities after reading the books.

Target words are
phonologically simple

Increases the likelihood that children in the first stage of
learning language will be able to produce the words

Target words were chosen
from a list of words that
children typically acquire early

Target words taught in the books follow the typically
pattern of word acquisition, helping set up language
acquisition skills that children will naturally build on as
they learn more language

Receptive target words are
repeated 3 times before
children are expected to
identify them

Repetitions allow the children to hear the word used in
context before they have to identify it, aiding
comprehension

Expressive target words are
repeated 3 times before
children are expected to
produce them

Repetitions allow the children to hear multiple correct
pronunciations of the word before they have to produce it
themselves

Language prompts are
presented explicitly in boxes
present on every other page

Language teaching will occur naturally as readers do not
have to make up language prompts, instead just have to
read them
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A follow-up response for the
adult to say after the child
answers is provided for both
correct and incorrect child
responses

Adults are taught explicitly how to respond to children's
incorrect and correct responses, minimizing the amount of
time adults need to think about how they should respond as
well as maximizing children's learning

Language prompts contain the
directions for adults to give a
second trial when children
respond incorrectly

After hearing the correct answer, giving a second trial
allows children a second opportunity to answer correctly
while providing more practice

Adapted from Kishel, E. K. (2006). Reading specialized storybooks to increase early language
learners’ vocabulary. Unpublished master’s thesis, Vanderbilt University, Nashville, TN.
Concrete Props
Concrete props were a part of the Book 1 Intervention sessions for Participant 1. These
props were actual objects that corresponded to the eight target words in Book 1. Providing
children with the meaning of unfamiliar words in more tangible ways (e.g., using concrete props
to represent new words) has been shown to build children’s vocabulary (Wasik & Bond, 2001).
Therefore, incorporating concrete props into the protocol was appropriate, because Participant 1
initially displayed difficulty engaging and interacting with the clinician in a book context and
needed more salient ways to connect with the book’s topic. The principle investigator (PI) first
conducted a trial session providing the child with concrete props (i.e., apple, bucket, cookie, ball,
basket, tree, a bag of small toys, and a bag of small park items) during Book 1 Intervention.
Providing the concrete prompt appeared to increase the child’s participation in the session, thus
the props were continually used throughout the remaining Book 1 Intervention sessions.
Concrete props were not used in the Book 2 intervention with Participant 1, nor in the
intervention protocols with Participants 2 through 6 because the children were able to engage and
participate in the interventions without adding concrete objects.
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Experimental Design
Figure 1 is a visual representation of the phases within the study. The procedures within
each phase is discussed in a later section. This study included a multiple baseline design across
behaviors (acquisition of 2 sets of target words) in two books, replicated across six subjects, and
was used to investigate the acquisition and production of target expressive vocabulary and
acquisition of receptive vocabulary in specialized book reading sessions. To obtain the
paricipant’s baseline responses to the targets in the two storybooks, two baseline storybooks
were generated that included pictures representing each of the target words within both
Intervention books. The first session consisted of: (1) administration of initial picture probes for
all target words, (2) the first session of baseline that involved reading two storybooks containing
pictures of target words with no prompting or imitation trials, (3) a free play trial with toys
representing target words, and (4) completion of a parent-teacher questionnaire. The remaining
sessions within Phase 1 consisted only of reading the two baseline storybooks with no prompting
or imitation trials until a stable criterion of 0% accuracy of use of target words was reached.
When the baseline data were stable, the intervention phase with Book 1, Elli Goes to the Park,
began. Book 1 intervention phase continued until the children reached a criterion of 100%
spontaneous use of the target words and a percent consonants correct (PCC) of 50% or higher on
the initial consonant in each expressive target word for three consecutive sessions. The
intermediate probe was then completed and the no-treatment maintanance phase for book 1
began following the completion of the intermediate probe. Following the maintenance phase for
book 1, the final probe was administered. An extended baseline was conducted for Book 2,
which was conducted during the intervention sessions for Book 1. Following the intermediate
probe, Book 2 intervention began once the children reached the set criterion of 0% accuracy of
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the use of target words across three consecutive sessions for the second baseline phase for Book
2. The final probe followed Book 2 Intervention phase in order to assess the child’s use of the
target words in pictures and in play, and then a no-treatment maintenance phase for Book 2
consisting of three sessions was given as the final phase in the study protocol.

Figure 1. Flowchart of phases
Procedures
Kishel’s (2006) procedures were adapted and used in the present study in an attempt to
replicate her findings. Figure 2, below, consists of a flowchart of the procedures used during all
phases of this study. All procedures are also described in detail in Figure 2.
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PreIntervention
Screening
Baseline &
Initial Probe

PI and Child:
20-min language sample
PLS-4
Speech Imitation screening
Gestural screening

Parents:
MCDI
Word and Sound List
Case History Form

Baseline (3 to 5 sessions):
Reading trials of Baseline Books 1 and 2 without prompting
Initial Probe (1 session):
Expressive and receptive picture probes from Intervention Books 1 and 2
Free play generalization probe
Parent-Teacher Questionnaire

Book 1 Intervention

Baseline (3 to 5 sessions):
Reading trials of Novel Book 2 without prompting
Intermediate Probe (1 session):
Expressive and receptive picture probes from Intervention Book 1
Free play generalization probe
Assessment of Speech Accuracy (PCC-R)

Book 2 Intervention

Final Probe (1 session)
Expressive and receptive picture probes from Intervention Books 1 and 2
Free play generalization probe
Assessment of speech accuracy (PCC-R)
Parent-Teacher Questionnaire
PostIntervention
Measures

PI and child:
20-min language sample speech measures

Figure 2. Flowchart of procedures
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Pre-Intervention Screening Procedures (Adapted from Kishel, 2006)
As seen in Figure 2, seven potential participants were screened, and assessment was
completed on those six participants who qualified for the study. In order to identify qualified
participants, the parents of each child completed the MacArthur Communicative Development
Inventory: Words and Gestures (MCDI) (Fenson et al., 1993). The Words and Gestures version
of the MCDI assesses whether or not the infant has begun to respond to language, and if so, how
much he or she can understand and use at the present time. It also assesses the actions and
gestures an infant uses that are independent of verbal expression. Dale (1991) found that the
MCDI was statistically reliable and valid by providing researchers and clinicians with children’s
current use and comprehension of language. If the child met the production criterion of more
than 15 and less than 35 words on the MCDI, a target word and phoneme list form was sent
home for the parents of both groups of children to complete and return. The parent was asked to
report the child’s frequently used words in the home along with the sounds that their child made
daily (see Appendix C for example).
The first session involved four screening procedures. First, a 20-minute language sample
was collected from each participant to examine vocabulary use and speech sound acquisition in a
familiar context. Snyder and Scherer (2004) indicated that a major strength of a language sample
analysis is that it assesses language use in a natural conversation, which is preferred for young
children. The PI conducted and analyzed the language samples with the Systematic Analysis of
Language Transcripts (SALT) (Miller & Chapman, 2004). A specific set of toys was used during
the language sample in order to provide each participant with the same opportunities to use a
variety of sounds and words in the language sample. The following variables were obtained
from the language sample: Total Percent Consonants Correct (PCC-R), PCC for stop consonants,
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PCC for fricative consonants, number of different syllable combinations (i.e., CV, CVC,
CVCV), true consonant inventory (i.e., number of consonants, excluding glottals and glides), and
percent of compensatory articulation errors. PCC-R is a speech measure that assesses speech
sound accuracy in children with communication disorders that counts common and uncommon
clinical consonant distortions as correct (Shriberg, Austin, Lewis, McSweeney, & Wilson, 1997).
PCC-R is calculated by dividing the consonants correctly produced by the child out of the total
number of consonants produced. PCC-R is commonly used with children with CLP to describe
their speech accuracy (Scherer, 1999). Language measures included the child’s Mean Length of
Utterance (MLU; mean length of utterance in morphemes), number of different words, and
number of total words used in each of the language samples, and these were calculated with
SALT (Miller & Chapman, 2004).
Second, each participant’s expressive and receptive language was assessed using the
Preschool Language Scale, 4th Edition (PLS-4) (Zimmerman, Steiner, & Pond, 1992; Tyler &
Tolbert, 2002). The PLS-4 was chosen for the following reasons: (1) it is normed on children
from birth to age 6 years 11 months, (2) it provides both an auditory comprehension score and an
expressive communication score, (3) it can be administered in a relatively short period of time,
and (4) it seems to have a high level of concurrent validity (Tyler & Tolbert, 2002). This
standardized assessment tool was used primarily for assessment of each participant’s expressive
communication and auditory comprehension skills prior to the book interventions.
Third, the PI conducted a speech imitation screening because the expressive language
prompts in the specialized storybooks required the child to imitate the PI’s speech (e.g., “say
ball”). The PI elicited words that the child already said using toys chosen to allow for natural
situations. For example, if the parent reported that the child says “go”, cars were used and the PI
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asked the child to “say go” in order for the child to request use of cars in activity. Finally, the PI
conducted a gestural screening because the receptive language prompts in the book required the
child to point to a picture (e.g., “show me apple”). This screener assessed the participants’
ability to point to pictured objects when given commands such as “show me”. The PI read an
age-appropriate book with the child and asked the child to point to the pictures. The child passed
the screening if he/she correctly responded to 70% of the items for both imitation and pointing.
See table below for Participant classification, MCDI raw scores (i.e., Vocabulary
Comprehension scores (VC) and Consonant Production scores (VP), PLS-4 scores (i.e., Auditory
Comprehension score (AC) and Expressive Communication score (EC), and speech and gestural
screener outcomes. The SES level for participant 1 and participant 2 were derived from their
primary guardians, who were the children’s grandparents. See Table 2 for the participant
inclusionary criteria.
Table 2
Participant Inclusionary Criteria

Participant

Cleft Chronological SES Level
Type
Age

1
2
3
4
5
6

CP
CP
CP
NC
NC
NC

20 mos.
22 mos.
15 mos.
21 mos.
21 mos.
14 mos.

Level 1
Level 1
Level 1
Level 1
Level 1
Level 1

MCDI Raw Scores:
VC-VP

188/29
200/33
135/27
168/30
180/35
185/30
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PLS-4:
AC-EC

81/78
109/92
107/88
99/105
99/104
129/104

Screeners

Passed
Passed
Passed
Passed
Passed
Passed

Baseline and Initial Probe Procedures (Adapted from Kishel, 2006)
Following the completion of the screening procedures, at least three baseline data
sessions were conducted until the children’s responses were stable across 3 consecutive sessions.
The purpose of this phase was to ensure the children did not already know the target words
within a book context, a picture-naming context, and a free-play context. Materials included the
target picture-probe displayed within a 3-ring binder, two baseline books with pictures
representing target words in both Intervention Books 1 and 2, and two controlled sets of toys
with a park and bath theme, as in Book 1 and Book 2, for the free play context probe. Baseline
consisted of the following procedures: (1) initial probes for all target words, (2) reading the two
baseline storybooks without language prompts, (3) free play with related toys, and (4)
completion of parent-teacher questionnaires.
First, the PI administered the picture-naming probes for target words by asking each
participant to look at pictures in a 3-ring binder. The PI obtained the participant’s attention by
his/her name and making the comment, “Look at these pictures!”. If the participant became
inattentive, the PI called the child’s attention back to the pictures by saying the participant’s
name and a task direction such as “Let’s finish looking at the pictures” (Kishel, 2006). The 3ring binder contained 16 pages of picture displays, with two pictures on each page, for a total of
32 pictures within the 3-ring binder. The unrelated picture on each page served to provide the
child with an additional stimulus with the phoneme target stimulus during the expressive and
receptive probe tasks. Eight of the 16 target pictures were novel pictures of the 8 target words
embedded in Book 1, Elli Goes to the Park, and the remaining 8 target pictures were novel
pictures of the 8 target words embedded in Book 2, Elli Takes a Bath.
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Second, the PI read two baseline storybooks (baseline book 1 and baseline book 2) that
contained pictures representing the target words within the specialized, intervention storybooks.
No language prompts or imitation trials were used when gathering each participant’s baseline
productions of the targets within baseline book 1 and baseline book 2. Each participant’s
spontaneous productions of the targets were phonetically transcribed. This was done for 3 to 5
sessons until data were stable across three consecutive sessions.
Third, the PI engaged with the participants in free play using a controlled set of toys
centered on themes related to each of the specialized storybooks to assess generalization of target
word use (See Appendix E for toy inventory of free play probes). The free play trial was
conducted once during the baseline phase. The probe toys included the target words and other
words related to a park theme and bath theme. The PI maintained a neutral role during free play
with each participant, as she did not prompt the participants to use any words. The PI waited for
the child’s response and responded to the child’s actions with neutral comments such as “That’s
fun” and to the child’s verbal initations with “Yeah”. The child’s spontaneous productions of the
target words were recorded and phonetically transcribed.
Fourth, a parent questionnaire was generated to assess the child’s use of the 16 target
words in everyday social contexts. The parents of each participant were asked to complete the
questionnaire while the PI conducted the probe sessions with the child. The Parent
Questionnaire (See Appendix D for an example) asked the parents to answer short questions
regarding their child’s current target word use and speech sound production in the home. In
order to evaluate the degree to which the children used the 16 target words in other social
contexts, the parents were asked to complete a rating scale on each of the target words
emphasized within the intervention sessions to assess the frequency of use in the home. The
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directions involved circling a number between 0 and 3 that best corresponded to their child’s
word use in everyday situations. The following scale was used for each target word: 0 = never
used; 1 = used occasionally; 2 = used at least 5 times; 3 = used routinely. The parent
questionnaire was given during the initial probe phase and the final probe phase.
Book 1 Intervention Phase (Adapted from Kishel, 2006)
Materials for Book 1 intervention phase included only Book 1, Elli Goes to the Park .
The PI asked each participant to read the book with her. The PI gained the participant’s attention
by saying the child’s name and making the initial comment, “It’s time to read!” When the child
looked at the first page, the PI started reading the book, including the language prompts. If the
participant became inattentive, the PI called the child’s attention back to the pictures by saying
the participant’s name and providing a task direction such as “Let’s finish reading” or “Look at
the pictures” (Kishel, 2006). Intervention sessions were conducted until the criteria for
expressive and receptive acquisition were met. For this study, criteria were defined as: (1) the
data were stable for 3 consecutive sessions at 100% spontaneous use of the expressive and
receptive targets, and (2) at least 50% PCC on the initial consonants of the expressive targets.
Kishel (2006) modified how the books were read by pointing to the expressive target
pictures when giving participants expressive language prompts for the expressive target words.
This was done to ensure that the expressive prompts were labeling tasks and not comprehension
tasks. Because the present study aimed to replicate Kishel’s methods, the same gestural
modifications with the expressive target words were used. Kishel also added an imitation trial to
the expressive language prompts for the participant displaying speech and language delays. It
was hypothesized that the children with CLP would display the same difficulties when
articulating the expressive target words (e.g., production of glottal stops and pharyngeal
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fricatives for high pressure, oral consonants); therefore, a similar imitation trial was added within
the expressive language prompts for the children with CLP. For example, the PI presented the
language prompt for the expressive target “bath” within the text and wait for the child’s
response. If the participant made no response or mis-labeled the target word, the PI modeled the
target “bath” for the child and then re-prompted the child. If the child attempted to say the word
“bath” with /ʔæ/, the PI praised the participant for attempting the word and phonologically
recasted the target word for the participant. If the child responded to this recast, the production
was recorded as correct or incorrect, based on production of the initial consonant of the
expressive target. If the child correctly produced the word after the PI’s model, phonological
recasting was not used. If the child did not need a model but incorrectly produced the expressive
target in response to the initial language prompt, the PI then only presented a phonological
recast. The participant was praised verbally (i.e., PI said to child either “Good job” or “Good
trying” depending on child’s vocabulary response) and physically (i.e., rubbed child’s back while
giving verbal praise) for attempting the target word. The participant’s response to the imitation
trials (i.e., both to modeling and speech recasts) was phonetically transribed in order to view
growth in articulation over the intervention sessions.
Baseline and Intermediate Probe (Adapted from Kishel, 2006)
After the criteria were reached for Book 1, the intermediate probe phase was conducted.
The purpose of this phase was four fold. First, this phase tested for acquisition of the 4 receptive
and 4 expressive target words in Book 1, using the same target pictures in the 3-ring binder
within the baseline phase. Second, this phase assessed generalization of the target words from
Book 1 outside of the book reading context to a free play context. Third, this phase assessed
each participant’s speech accuracy by calculating PCC of the target words used in the word and
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free play probes. Fourth, this phase obtained baseline responses to baseline book 2, due to the
lapse in time from the previous baseline with the conduction of Book 1 Intervention (see Figure
1 for visual explanation). The protocol for each picture-probe task, baseline book reading task,
and free play generalization probe was identical to the protocol used in the intial probe.
Maintenance Phase for Book 1
A maintence (i.e., no prompting or feedback) phase was conducted to determine whether
treatment effects continued after treatment ended. The maintenace phase conisted of the PI
withdrawing the EMT language prompts when reading Book 1, Elli goes to the Park. The PI
refrained from teaching any target words or prompting language during this phase. Spontaneous
productions of all target words were recorded and phonetically transcribed during the session.
The maintenance phase for Book 1 ran simultaneously with Book 2 Intervention phase (See
Figure 1 for explanation). This phase was conducted during one out of every three Book 2
Intervention sessions, in order for the maintenance sessions to be conducted once per week and
not twice per week.
Book 2 Intervention Phase (Adapted from Kishel, 2006)
Book 2 Intervention sessions were conducted until the criteria were reached. Materials
for Book 2 intervention phase included only Book 2, Elli Takes a Bath . The procedures used in
this condition were identical to Book 1 Intervention Phase.
Final Probe Phase (Adapted from Kishel, 2006)
After intervention criteria were reached for Book 2, the final probe phase was conducted.
The purpose of the final probe phase was four fold. First, this probe tested the acquisition of the
8 receptive and 8 expressive target words in Books 1 and 2. Second, this phase assessed
generalization of the target words from Books 1 and 2 outside of the book reading context in a
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free play context. Third, this phase assessed each participant’s speech accuracy by calculating
each participant’s PCC of the child’s word use in the picture and free play probes. Finally,
through parent report on the parent questionnaire, the final probe phase assessed each
participant’s use of the target words from Book 1 and Book 2 in everyday contexts and how
frequently the child used each target word daily, along with any new sounds and words produced
by the child. This final probe phase consisted of 3-5 probe sessions.
Maintenance Phase for Book 2
For consistency, a no-treatment phase for Book 2 also was conducted to determine
whether treatment effects continued after treatment ended. The maintenace phase for Book 2
consisted of the PI withdrawing the EMT language prompts when reading Book 2, Elli Takes a
Bath. The PI refrained from teaching any target words or prompt language. Spontanesous
productions of all target words were phonetically transcribed during the session(s). Since the
maintenance phase for Book 2 was the last phase of the study prior to post intervention measures
(See Figure 1 for explanation), this phase was conducted for three sessions, beginning at least 2
weeks from the end of Book 2 Treatment phase and occuring once a week over a 3-week period.
Post Intervention Measures (Adapted from Kishel, 2006)
A 20-minute language sample was collected from each child after intervention to
examine vocabulary growth and speech sound acquisition for each participant The following
variables was obtained from the language sample and compared with the first language sample’s
results: Total PCC-R, PCC for stop consonants, PCC for fricative consonants, number of
different syllable combinations (i.e., CV, CVC, CVCV), MLU in morphemes, Type-Token Ratio
(TTR; number of different words/number of total words), number of phonemes in inventory, true
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consonant inventory (i.e., number of consonants excluding glottals and glides), and percent of
compensatory articulation error use.
Data Collection Procedures
An event sampling recording technique (adapted from Kishel, 2006) was used to record
the target words the children spontaneously and imitatively produced during book reading in the
intervention phases (See Appendix F for data sheet). The purpose of event sampling is to
determine the frequency a specific behavior occurs within a set period of time (Miller, 2006).
Data were collected during video and audio review of the sessions. The PI counted either the
child’s response to the adult’s modeling or speech recast as an imitative response. To obtain the
child’s individual responses (i.e., correct or incorrect production of initial consonant of
expressive targets) to modeling and to the speech recasting procedure, the PI collected this
information during the initial, medial, and final sessions of each book across participants (See
Appendix J and Appendix K for data collection sheets for modeling and recasting). The
children’s spontaneous responses to the probe sessions (i.e., the picture probes and the free play
tasks) and maintanance phases were also recorded with an event sampling recording technique.
After the PI provided each prompt during the intervention phases, the PI transcribed and marked
whether the child pointed to the correct picture in receptive identification tasks or produced the
correct word in expressive identificantion tasks. A “1” was marked on the data sheet if the child
produced the correct target word with no articulation errors. If the word was produced with
articulation errors, they were coded according to error type: 2 = nasal subsitution (e.g. n,m for
other sounds), 3 = compensatory substitution (pharyngeal fricative or glottal stop substitutions),
4 = developmental phonological substitution, (other age appropriate phonological substitutions
as for example, final consonant deletion, fronting, backing), and 5= no response from the child.
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The child’s responses to the language prompts were phonetically transcribed. PCC-R of the
initial consonants of the target words was calculated in each treatment session.
Kishel (2006) termed acquisition for the children’s vocabulary acquisition of the
expressive target words and production for the children’s attempt to produce the consonants
within the expressive targets. The present study used similar terminology. For example, if
Participant 1 produced /top/ for the expressive target soap, the child received credit for
vocabulary acquisition of the word soap, but not credit for correct production of initial fricative
consonant /s/.
Interobserver Agreement
Interobserver agreement data were randomly retranscribed by a graduate student for
approximately 20% of the total sessions within the 6 phases of the protocol (i.e., Baseline and
Initial Probe, Book 1 Intervention, Intermediate Probe, Book 2 Intervention, Maintenance, and
Final Probe). The graduate student was trained on the procedures and how to record child
responses Additionally, transcription composite reliability (i.e., for production of expressive and
receptive vocabulary) was obtained for 20% of the samples by the same graduate student.
Interobserver agreement ranged from 75%-100% for all 5 phases (see Table 3 and Table
4) for the children’s identification of all target words and the transcription of the children’s
productions of the expressive target words. At least one session was transcribed for
interobserver agreement across 5 phases of the study (i.e., Phase 1: Initial Probe and Baseline;
Phase 2: Book 1 Treatment and Maintenace; Phase 3: Intermediate Probe and Second Baseline;
Phase 4: Book 2 Treatment and Maintenance; and Phase 5: Final Probe) for both receptive and
expressive target words within Book 1 and Book 2.
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Table 3
Mean Interobserver Agreement Across Participants and Books for Combined Identification of
Target Words
Participant

Phase 1

Phase 2

Phase 3

Phase 4

Phase 5

1

95%

75%

95%

75%

95%

2

100%

97%

95%

97%

100%

3

95%

95%

91%

95%

95%

4

95%

75%

95%

75%

95%

5

95%

88%

92%

90%

95%

6

95%

85%

95%

85%

95%

Table 4
Mean Interobserver Agreement Across Participants and Books for Speech Production
Participant

Phase 1

Phase 2

Phase 3

Phase 4

Phase 5

1

95%

80%

95%

80%

95%

2

100%

95%

95%

97%

100%

3

95%

95%

91%

95%

95%

4

94%

75%

95%

75%

95%

5

95%

88%

96%

90%

95%

6

95%

85%

95%

85%

95%
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Procedural Fidelity
Procedural fidelity checklists were constructed to ensure that each step of the procedure
was implemented correctly. Separate checklists were created for each intervention phase.
Procedural fidelity data were completed by a trained graduate student on 20% of the total
sessions within the 6 phases of the protocol (i.e., Baseline and Initial Probe, Book 1 Intervention,
Intermediate Probe, Book 2 Intervention, Maintenance, and Final Probe); see Appendix G for
Procedural fidelity checklists.
Data Analysis
Data were interpreted through visual inspection of the graphed data. In order to assess
the clinical significance of the intervention, a pecentage of non-overlapping data (PND) was
calculated for each intervention phase and probe phase. “Using a graphical data plot of results
from baseline to treatment, PND is the number of treatment data points that exceed the highest
(or lowest, if appropriate) baseline data point, divided by the total number of treatment data
points and multiplied by a 100” (Scruggs, Mastropiere, & Casto, 1987; p. 26). A PND between
91 and 100 denotes a highly effective intervention, between 71 and 90 as moderately effective,
between 51 and 70 as mildly effective, and between 0 and 50 as noneffective (Scruggs et al.,
1987).
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CHAPTER 3
RESULTS
The results are presented in four primary sections: Cleft -Non Cleft Comparisons for
Interventions (Vocabulary and Phonological Targets), Generalization (Discrete-trial probes,
Home, Conversation), Response to Modeling, and Response to Speech Recasts. All sections
discuss articulation and vocabulary acquisition data within Book 1, Elli Goes to the Park and
Book 2, Elli Takes a Bath.
Cleft Group: Intervention
Figure 3, Figure 4, and Figure 5 show the number of imitative and spontaneous responses
to the vocabulary acquisition of the expressive targets within Book 1 and Book 2 of the EMTembedded storybook intervention for participants with cleft 1, 2, and 3 respectively. Figure 6
Figure 7, and Figure 8 show the number of imitative and spontaneous production of the initial
consonants of the expressive targets within Book 1 and Book 2 of the EMT-embedded storybook
intervention for participants with cleft 1, 2, and 3 respectively. The figures display both Book 1
(top section of graph) and Book 2 (bottom section of graph) session data across seven phases:
Baseline, Initial Probe, Book 1 Treatment, Intermediate Probe, Second Baseline for Book 2,
Book 2 Treatment, Book 1 Maintenance, Final Probe, and Book 2 Maintenance.
Baseline for Book 1 and Book 2
Participants with CLP spontaneously produced 0% of the expressive vocabulary targets
for three consecutive sessions at baseline for Books 1 and Books 2. The second baseline for
Book 2 displayed a similar pattern: 0% production of expressive vocabulary targets for 3
consecutive sessions.
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Book 1 Intervention
All participants with CLP showed an immediate response to Book 1 treatment, in regards
to both vocabulary acquisition and production of expressive targets (see Figures 3 ,4 ,5 ,6 ,7 , and
8), with exception of Participant 1. Participant 1 took 19 treatment sessions to spontaneously
acquire the four expressive targets within Book 1; he/she was able to imitate the initial
consonants of the words for 3 consecutive treatment sessions but did not reach criteria for the
expressive targets in Book 1 treatment phase.
Spontaneous production of the receptive targets were collected during the book
intervention phases. Three of the receptive targets in Book 1 contained initial consonants, while
the remaining receptive target contained medial stop consonant /p/. When choosing to verbally
express the receptive targets, the cleft group was able to correctly produce 3 of the 4 consonants
within the receptive targets.
The PND calculation supports the visual inspection of the vocabulary acquisition and
production of initial consonant targets within Book 1 for all participants with CLP (i.e., average
PND of 96%; highly effective), with exception of Participant 1. Book 1 treament was mildly
effective at teaching Participant 1 the four expressive targets in his vocabulary (PND of 65%)
and non-effective for Participant 1 to correctly produce the initial consonants of the four
expressive targets (PND of 50%). Book 1 treatment was highly effective at teaching all
participants with cleft to identify the receptive targets (PND of 100%).
Book 2 Intervention
All participants with CLP showed an immediate response to Book 2 treatment, with
regards to both vocabulary acquisition and production of initial consonant targets. In contrast to
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Book 1 Intervention, Participant 1 imitatively and spontaneously produced targets by the first
session of Book 2 treatment.
Similarly to Book 1, if the child with cleft spontaneously produced the receptive target
words, his/her attempt was recorded and monitored throughout the intervention phases. With
regards to the cleft group’s responses to receptive targets in Book 2, there was an average of 5
sessions.
The PND calculation reveals that Book 2 treament was highly effective at teaching all
participants with CLP the four expressive vocabulary targets (PND of 100%) and the production
of the initial consonants of the four expressive targets (PND of 100%) without compensatory
articulation errors. Book 2 treatment was highly effective at teaching all participants with cleft
to identify the receptive targets (PND of 100%).
Maintenance for Book 1 and Book 2
Maintenance of Book 1 treatment effects was shown for all participants after withdrawal
of treatment. On average, the cleft group was able to maintain 50% of the voacbulary and
speech targets within Book 1 and 85% of Book 2 (see Figures 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8). Therefore,
without being given prompts or recasts from the clinician, the children with CLP were able to
maintain their performance post intervention.
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Figure 3. Vocabulary acquisition of expressive targets in book 1 (upper panel) and book 2 (lower
panel) across baseline (B), picture (triangle) and play (star) probes (P), intervention, and
maintenance (M) for participant 1 with cleft. The child's responses are shown as percent correct
for imitation (open squares) and spontaneous production (closed squares).
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Figure 4. Vocabulary acquisition of expressive targets in book 1 (upper panel) and book 2 (lower
panel) across baseline (B), picture (triangle) and play (star) probes (P), intervention, and
maintenance (M) for participant 2 with cleft. The child's responses are shown as percent correct
for imitation (open squares) and spontaneous production (closed squares).
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Figure 5. Vocabulary acquisition of expressive targets in book 1 (upper panel) and book 2 (lower
panel) across baseline (B), picture (triangle) and play (star) probes (P), intervention, and
maintenance (M) for participant 3 with cleft. The child's responses are shown as percent correct
for imitation (open squares) and spontaneous production (closed squares).
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Figure 6. Initial consonant production of expressive targets in book 1 (upper panel) and book 2
(lower panel) across baseline (B), picture (triangle) and play (star) probes (P), intervention, and
maintenance (M) for participant 1 with cleft. The child's responses are shown as percent correct
for imitation (open squares) and spontaneous production (closed squares).
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Figure 7. Initial consonant production of expressive targets in book 1 (upper panel) and book 2
(lower panel) across baseline (B), picture (triangle) and play (star) probes (P), intervention, and
maintenance (M) for participant 2 with cleft. The child's responses are shown as percent correct
for imitation (open squares) and spontaneous production (closed squares).
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Figure 8. Initial consonant production of expressive targets in book 1 (upper panel) and book 2
(lower panel) across baseline (B), picture (triangle) and play (star) probes (P), intervention, and
maintenance (M) for participant 3 with cleft. The child's responses are shown as percent correct
for imitation (open squares) and spontaneous production (closed squares).
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Noncleft Group: Intervention
Figure 9, Figure 10, and Figure 11, show the number of imitative and spontaneous
responses to the vocabulary targets within Book 1 and Book 2 of the EMT-embedded storybook
intervention for participants with nonclefts 4, 5, and 6 respectively. Figure 12, Figure 13, and
Figure 14 show the number of imitative and spontaneous productions of the initial consonants of
the targets within Book 1 and Book 2 of the EMT-embedded storybook intervention respectively.
Baseline for Book 1 and Book 2
Participants without clefts spontaneously produced 0% of the vocabulary targets for three
consecutive sessions at baseline for Books 1 and Books 2.
Book 1 Intervention
All participants without clefts showed an immediate response to Book 1 treatment, with
regards to both vocabulary acquisition and production of initial consonant targets. All
participants without clefts met criteria for Book 1 within an average of 9 treatment sessions,
reaching criteria sooner than participants with CLP with an average of 14 treatment sessions.
With regards to the noncleft group’s responses to receptive targets in Book 1, Participants 5 and
6 correctly produced the initial consonants of the receptive targets in an average of 7 sessions.
Participant 4 only identified the receptive targets, never attempting to produce these targets.
The PND calculation supports the visual inspection of the vocabulary acquisition and
production of expressive targets within Book 1 for all participants without clefts (i.e., average
PND of 83%; moderately effective). Book 1 treament was found to be moderately effective
because two of the three participants wihtout clefts had the expressive target “ball” in their
vocabulary; therefore, this produced a lower PND value. Book 1 treatment was highly effective
at teaching all participants without clefts to identify the receptive targets (PND of 100%).
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Book 2 Intervention
The noncleft group showed an immediate response to Book 2 treatment, with regards to
both vocabulary and production of initial consonant targets. With regards to the noncleft group’s
responses to receptive targets in Book 2, these participants correctly produced the initial
consonants of the receptive targets in an average of 4.5 sessions. The PND calculation reveals
that Book 2 treament was highly effective at teaching all participants without clefts the four
expressive vocabulary targets (average PND of 91%). Additionally, the intervention was highly
effective in teaching production of the initial consonants of the four expressive targets (average
PND of 91%). Book 2 treatment was highly effective at teaching all participants without clefts
to identify the receptive targets (PND of 100%).
Maintenance for Book 1 and Book 2
On average, the noncleft group was able to maintain 75% of the vocabulary targets within
Book 1 and 95% of the targets within Book 2 (see Figures 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, and 14). Therefore,
without being given prompts or recasts from the clinician, the children without clefts were able
to spontaneously use and produce most of the expressive targets with both books post
interventions.
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Figure 9. Vocabulary acquisition of expressive targets in book 1 (upper panel) and book 2 (lower
panel) across baseline (B), picture (triangle) and play (star) probes (P), intervention, and
maintenance (M) for participant 4 without cleft. The child's responses are shown as percent
correct for imitation (open squares) and spontaneous production (closed squares).
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Figure lO. Vocabulary acquisition of expressive targets in book 1 (upper panel) and book 2
(lower panel) across baseline (B), picture (triangle) and play (star) probes (P), intervention, and
maintenance (M) for participant 5 without cleft. The child's responses are shown as percent
correct for imitation (open squares) and spontaneous production (closed squares).
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Figure 11. Vocabulary acquisition of expressive targets in book 1 (upper panel) and book 2
(lower panel) across baseline (B), picture (triangle) and play (star) probes (P), intervention, and
maintenance (M) for participant 6 without cleft. The child's responses are shown as percent
correct for imitation (open squares) and spontaneous production (closed squares).
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Figure 12. Initial consonant production of expressive targets in book 1 (upper panel) and book 2
(lower panel) across baseline (B), picture (triangle) and play (star) probes (P), intervention, and
maintenance (M) for participant 4 without cleft. The child's responses are shown as percent
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Figure 13. Initial consonant production of expressive targets in book 1 (upper panel) and book 2
(lower panel) across baseline (B), picture (triangle) and play (star) probes (P), intervention, and
maintenance (M) for participant 5 without cleft. The child's responses are shown as percent
correct for imitation (open squares) and spontaneous production (closed squares).
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Figure 14. Initial consonant production of expressive targets in book 1 (upper panel) and book 2
(lower panel) across baseline (B), picture (triangle) and play (star) probes (P), intervention, and
maintenance (M) for participant 6 without cleft. The child's responses are shown as percent
correct for imitation (open squares) and spontaneous production (closed squares).
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In order to compare the cleft and noncleft groups, the number of sessions for the
participants to reach expressive vocabulary criteria for each book were calculated. The number
of sessions it took for each child the criterion of 100% accuracy on identification of vocabulary
targets and 50% accuracy of the production of the initial consonant on expressive targets is
presented in Table 5.
Table 5
Sessions to Expressive Vocabulary Criterion for the Six Participants
_____________________________________________________
Participant
Book 1
Book 2
_____________________________________________________
Cleft Group
1

20*

20*

2

13

5

3

15

12

Mean (2)
14
8.5
_____________________________________________________
Noncleft Group
4

10

5

5

9

6

6

8

6

Mean
9
5.7
____________________________________________________
*Criterion not reached for 3 consecutive sessions
All children in both cleft and noncleft groups with the exception of Participant 1 reached
criteria for both books; however, the children with CLP required 3-5 more sessions to reach
criteria than the noncleft children. Participant 1, a participant with a cleft, was unable to meet
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criterion due to his failure to produce consistent data for three consecutive sessions; however,
Participant 1 did meet criteria for one treatment session (session 19) in Book 1 Intervention and
for 3 non-consecutive treatment sessions (sessions 14, 15, and 17) in Book 2 Intervention.
Generalization
Descrete-trial Probes (Picture Naming Versus Free Play)
Picture Naming Task. The children were presented with opportunities to use the target
words taught in Books 1 and 2 without prompts from the clinician in order to observe the
children’s generalization of these targets to a structured, picture-naming task. Both sets of
pictures (i.e., pictures from Book 1 and 2) were presented to the children during the initial probe
and immediately following the intervention during the intermediate and final probes
In order to gather information on the children’s generalization of vocabulary targets in
Book 1, Elli Goes to the Park, to different pictures, the initial picture probe and intermediate
picture probe of Book 1 were assessed (See Table 6). All participants in both groups showed
generalization of targets in Book 1 to a picture naming task. While the performance of the two
groups was similar for the first probe (with the exception of participant 1), the children in the
noncleft group performed better than the children in the cleft group for both vocabulary and
consonant production following treatment.
The PI also gathered information on the children’s generalization of expressive targets in
Book 2, Elli Takes a Bath, to different pictures, by assessing the initial picture probe and final
picture probes of Book 2 (See also Table 6). On average, all participants in both groups
generalized at least two of the four target words from Book 2 to the picture naming task. The
children with CLP did not produce any of the target words prior to treatment but were
commensurate with, and even somewhat better than the noncleft group, for vocabulary and
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consonant production following the intervention. Therefore, the children in the cleft group
performed better than the children in the noncleft group for both vocabulary and consonant
production following Book 2 treatment within the picture naming generalization task.
Table 6
Picture Naming Probes: Vocabulary (V) and Initial Consonant Production (C)

Participant

Book 1
Book 2
___________________________
____________________________
Initial
Intermediate
Initial
Final
Probe
Probe
Probe
Probe
____________________________ _____________________________
V
C
V
C
V
C
V
C

Cleft
1

0%

0%

50%

50%

0%

0%

75%

66%

2

25%

25%

50%

50%

0%

0%

100%

75%

3

25%

25%

50%

50%

0%

0%

100%

75%

Mean

25%

25%

50%

50%

0%

0%

92%

72%

4

25%

25%

100%

100%

0%

0%

50%

50%

5

25%

25%

100%

100%

25%

25%

75%

75%

6

25%

25%

50%

50%

25%

25%

100%

75%

Mean

25%

25%

83%

83%

17%

25%

75%

67%

Noncleft

Free Play Task. The PI presented the children opportunities to use the target words taught
in Books 1 and 2 without prompts from the clinician in order to observe the children’s
generalization of these targets to an unstructured, free play task with objects representing the
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expressive and receptive targets in two themed play tasks. Both free play tasks were presented
on the same schedule as the picture probes
Most of the participants did not spontaneously use any of the vocabulary targets in the
free play tasks prior to Book 1 Intervention. Within the park-themed free-play tasks, three
participants (i.e., one with CLP and two with nonclefts) produced the expressive target “ball” in
the initial free play task. Following Book 1 Intervention, both groups increased their use of
target words in play but the noncleft children used more target words than the children with CLP.
The participants with CLP did not use the expressive target “park” in the free play task following
Book 1 Intervention.
The children with CLP did not produce any of the target words prior to treatment but
were commensurate with, and even somewhat better than the noncleft group, for vocabulary and
consonant production following the intervention. Following Book 2 Intervention, the cleft group
used all four vocabulary targets in the free play task but were unable to produce initial consonant
/s/ in “soap.” The noncleft group used, on average, three of the four vocabulary targets in the
final bath-themed free play task, and participant 4 was unable to correctly produce initial /d/ in
“duck.” (See Table 7). Therefore, the children in the cleft group performed better than the
children in the noncleft group for both vocabulary and consonant production following Book 2
treatment in the free play generalization task.
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Table 7
Free Play Probes: Vocabulary (V) and Initial Consonant Production (C)

Participant

Book 1
Book 2
___________________________
____________________________
Initial
Intermediate
Initial
Final
Probe
Probe
Probe
Probe
____________________________ _____________________________
V
C
V
C
V
C
V
C

Cleft
1

0%

0%

50%

50%

0%

0%

100%

75%

2

25%

25%

75%

75%

0%

0%

100%

75%

3

0%

0%

75%

75%

25%

0%

100%

75%

8.3%

8.3%

67%

67%

8.3%

0%

100%

75%

4

25%

25%

75%

75%

25%

25%

75%

50%

5

25%

25%

100%

100%

0%

0%

75%

75%

6

0%

0%

100%

100%

0%

0%

100%

75%

17%

17%

92%

92%

8.3%

8.3%

83%

67%

Mean
Noncleft

Mean

Generalization of Receptive Targets in Discrete-trial Probes
Because the purpose of this study pertained to the production of expressive vocabulary
and speech production targets, receptive target data were merely monitored for the acquisition, or
identification, of the receptive targets in both picture and free play probes. Overall, both sets of
receptive targets from Book 1 and Book 2 were easily identified in the picture and play probes
by children in both groups. Five of the 6 participants were able to identify Book 1 receptive
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targets in the picture naming task following Book 1 Intervention, while all participants were able
to identify Book 2 receptive targets following Book 2 Intervention.
Home
The child’s use of the 16 target words (4 expressive and 4 receptive words in Books 1
and 2) in his/her home was collected from the participant’s parents with a parent questionnaire.
This questionnaire was given pre- and post- intervention in order to see any changes in the
child’s use of the target words at home. See Table 8 for visual explanation.
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Table 8
Pre- and Post-Intervention Responses on Parent Questionnaire Across Participant Group
________________________________________________________________________
Word
0 ---------------------1---------------------2---------------------3
Never
Used

Used
Occasionally

Used at least
5 times

Used
Routinely

______________________________________________________________________
Park
Legend

Cookie

Cleft,
pre-I *

Ball

Cleft,
post-I **

Bucket

Noncleft,
pre-I

Toys
Tree

Noncleft,
post-I

Basket
Apple
Soap
Towel
Duck
Bath
Mirror
Bow
Bubbles
Brush
________________________________________________________________________
* Pre-I: Pre-Intervention
** Post-I: Post-Intervention
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Table 8 reveals a generalization of target words from pre-intervention to postintervention for both cleft and noncleft groups. Prior to intervention, the parents of cleft children
tended to report that most target words (with exception to cookie and ball) were either never used
or used occassionally within the home. Similarly, prior to intervention, the parents of noncleft
children reported that most target words (with exception to cookie, ball, and bath) were either
never used or used occassionally within the home. Following intervention, a similar trend was
also seen between the two groups of participants. The parents of the cleft group reported that
these children used 5 out of the 8 expressive targets (i.e., cookie, ball, bow, bath, duck) at home
and 6 out of the 8 receptive targets (i.e., apples, toys, tree, bubbles, towel, mirror) at home.
Similarly, the parents of the noncleft children reported that these children used 6 out of 8
expressive targets (i.e., cookie, ball, bow, bath, duck, bucket) at home and 4 out of 8 receptive
targets (i.e., apples, toys, tree, bubbles) at home. Therefore, expressive targets ball, cookie, duck,
bath, and bow were generalized to the home by both groups of children, as well as the receptive
targets apples, toys, tree, and bubbles.
Pre-Post Intervention Language and Speech Production
Articulation. From the pre- and post- articulation data in Tables 10 and 11, it can be seen
that the children with CLP performed consistently poorer on the speech measures than the
noncleft children. However, the children in cleft group made clear gains in consonant inventory,
stop consonant PCC, and a reduction of glottal stop production, while fricative PCC and total
PCC did not change appreciably. In contrast, the noncleft children made gains in fricative PCC
but decreased stop PCC and total PCC. The cleft group increased in their consonant inventory
(from 5.6 consonants to 7 consonants) and PCC for stop consonants (46% to 60%), while only
one of the three children within the noncleft group maintained the same number of consonants
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and PCC for stop consonants. The remaining participants with noncleft (i.e., Participant 4 and
Participant 5) displayed a decrease in PCC of stop consonants from pre- to post- intervention,
which caused the noncleft group’s average PCC for stop consonants to decrease from 95% to
78%. Additionally, the cleft group decreased their use of glottal stops from 22% to 3%, as they
were able to produce more oral consonants. The noncleft group increased in their production of
fricatives from 52% to 73%, while the cleft group maintained their fricative performance from
20% to 21%.
Appendix I shows the breakdown of the children’s initial, medial, and final consonants in
words produced during the pre- and post- language samples. It can be seen that the cleft group
increased their use of consonants in all three positions of words, and particularly stop consonants
within the initial position of words. On average at post-intervention, the children with CLP
produced three additional initial stop consonants in addition to what was produced prior to
intervention. Interestingly, as only initial stop consonants were targeted in the intervention, the
children with CLP also improved in their production of stop consonants in the medial and final
position of words at post-treatment. The participants without cleft maintained their production of
oral consonants at all three positions of words. Thus, after intervention, the children with CLP
produced the initial stop consonant sounds that their age-matched, peers were able to produce at
both pre- and post-intervention (See Appendix I).
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Table 9
Pre-Intervention Articulation Data Collected From Initial Language Sample
Participant Consonant
Inventory
Cleft
1
2
3

4
9
4

Syllable
Structure

PCCStops

CV
CV
CV/CVCV

22%
50%
67%

0%
20%
0%

42%
18%
6%

26%
46%
67%

46%

20%

22%

46%

95%
100%
91%

80%
77%
0%

0%
0%
0%

79%
80%
81%

95%

52%

0%

80%

Group Means 5.6

PCCUse of Glottal
Fricatives
Stops

PCC-R

Noncleft
4
5
6
Group Means

12
11
6

CV/CVCV
CV/CVCV
CV/CVCV

9

Table 10
Post-Intervention Articulation Data Collected From Final Language Sample
Participant Consonant
Inventory
Cleft
1
2
3

5
9
7

Group Means

7

Syllable
Structure

PCCStops

PCCUse of Glottal
Fricatives
Stops

PCC-R

CVCV
CVCV
CVCV

53%
58%
70%

40%
3%
0%

12%
10%
3%

43%
45%
60%

60%

21%

8%

49%

50%
87%
97%

0%
81%
66%

0%
0%
0%

54%
89%
78%

78%

73%

0%

73%

Noncleft
4
5
6
Group Means

8
10
10
9

CVCV
CVCV
CVCV
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Language. SALT (Miller & Chapman, 2004) was used to calculate the following language
measures: MLU in morphemes, number of different words, and number of total words used in
each of the language samples. An MLU (in morphemes) value greater than 1 indicates that the
child is beginning to use word combinations (e.g., big bear). Prior to the intervention, the cleft
and noncleft groups had similar MLU values close to 1.0, suggesting that they displayed few, if
any, word combinations (See Table 11 below) prior to intervention.
In addition to MLU, SALT was used to calculate the total number of words and the
number of different words the children produced. In comparing pre-intervention and postintervention language samples for the cleft group, total number of words increased substantially,
from a mean of 28 (range of 21 to 39 total number of words) to a mean of 75 (range of 61 to
105). In addition, the number of different words increased from a pre-treatment mean of 16
(range of 14 to 19) to a post-treatment mean of 36 (range of 34 to 40) (See Table 11). The
noncleft group displayed similar expansion of total number of words and number of different
words from pre to post intervention. While both groups of children had equivalent pre-treatment
MLU, the children with CLP consistently fell below the performance the noncleft group on MLU
and vocabulary measures post-treatment. The small number of children in each group precluded
completion of statistical analysis; however, the measures were compared to the normative MLU
in morphemes measures in Brown’s Stages of language development (Miller, 1981) for their
ages. Participants one and two (with cleft), along with Participant four (with noncleft), fell
below one standard deviation from the expected MLU value (i.e., MLU of 2.00; Brown’s Late
Stage I) for their chronological age (i.e., 27 months of age) at post-intervention, as these
participants were still considered a part of Brown’s Early Stage I (i.e., MLUs of 1.01-1.49).
Participant three with CLP was 19 months of age at post-intervention and displayed an MLU of
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1.0, which is just below the expected MLU value of 1.01 for the beginning of Brown’s Early
Stage I; therefore, participant three with CLP was within one standard deviation from the
expected value for her chronological age. Participants five and six (with noncleft) were within
one standard deviation from the expected MLU value for their chronological ages. The MLU
values of Participants 4 and Participant 6 was not significantly different from their matched
participants with clefts (i.e., Participant 1 and Participant 3).
Table 11
Pre-Post Intervention Language Data Collected From Initial and Final Language Samples
Participant

SALT
SALT
MLU in morphemes Total Number of words
________________ ___________________

SALT
Number of Different words
_______________________

Pre

Post

Pre

Post

Pre

Post

1

1.06

1.23

21

61

15

36

2

1.0

1.29

39

105

19

40

3

1.0

1.0

25

61

14

34

Group Means 1.02

1.17

28

75

16

36

Cleft

Noncleft
4

1.02

1.25

44

79

23

30

5

1.06

1.86

33

216

21

79

6

1.04

1.19

48

55

20

36

Group Means 1.04

1.43

41

116

21

48
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Response to Modeling
One of the primary components of EMT is elicitive modeling, which was a part of the
intervention protocol in the present study. The PI first provided an elicitive prompt within the
storybook text and waited for the child’s response. If the child did not respond to the embedded
expressive prompt or responded incorrectly, the PI prompted the child to repeat the word by
saying, “Say ball.” If the child’s response following the model was produced incorrectly, the PI
recasted the child’s utterance and recorded the child’s response to the adult recast. The total
number of adult models were first calculated. Because past research studies have shown that
children can learn vocabulary targets through passive exposure to words in books (Elley, 1989;
Senechal, 1997), the number of adult models (passive and elicitive models “Say X”) were
calculated. Each participant’s response to the models was also calculated. The child’s response
to models were coded as incorrect or correct during blind selection of an initial, middle, and final
treatment session for both treatment books across the six participants (i.e., 36 treatment
sessions). The participant’s response to models was coded as correct if the child produced both
the word and the initial consonant accurately, or incorrect if the child produced the initial
consonant incorrectly or made no response.
Both groups were presented with almost the same number of embedded prompts and
additional models (i.e., the cleft group: 268 models; the noncleft group: 272 models) from the
adult clinician. The cleft group responded correctly to 7% of the adult models, while the
noncleft group responded correctly to 20% of the adult models.
Response to Speech Recasts
In order to target speech accuracy particularly for the children with CLP, the intervention
protocol included adult speech recasts of the children’s incorrect productions of the expressive
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target words. According to Yoder, Camarata, and Gardner (2005), a speech recast is “an adult
utterance that immediately follows a child utterance, gives neutral or positive evaluation of the
meaning of the child’s utterance, and is an exact or reduced imitation of the word that the child
attempted to say only using adult pronunciation of the attempted word” (p.35). The total number
of adult recasts were calculated, along with the participant’s response to the adults recast (i.e.,
the child’s recastable utterance). The child’s recastable utterances, otherwise known as his/her
spontaneous imitations of the adult recast, were coded as incorrect or correct during blind
selection of an initial, middle, and final treatment session for both treatment books across the six
participants. The participant’s recastable utterance was coded as correct if the child produced the
initial consonant correctly or incorrect if the child produced the initial consonant incorrectly.
Both groups were provided almost the same number of speech recasts (i.e., the cleft
group: 37 recasts; the noncleft group: 34 recasts) from the adult clinician. The cleft group
responded correctly to 57% of the adult’s speech recasts, while the noncleft group responded
correctly to 100% of the adult’s speech recasts, with an average of all participants correctly
responding to 75% of the adult speech recasts. The number of adult speech recasts decreased
from initial to final sessions of the treatment books (i.e., average of 3 recasts for initial sessions
across participants; average of .38 recasts for final sessions across participants), indicating that
the children required fewer speech recasts as the treatment progressed because accurate
production of intervention targets increased.
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CHAPTER 4
DISCUSSION
The goal of this research was to extend the results of Kishel (2006), exploring the
effectiveness of EMT prompts embedded within books and speech recasting to facilitate
vocabulary learning and speech production in children with and without CLP. The results
indicated that there were increases in vocabulary use and speech sound production of the target
words within each storybook at the end of intervention for both groups of children; however, the
expressive vocabulary and phonology performance of the children with CLP was below that of
the noncleft group. Additionally, both groups of children were able to generalize most of the
expressive and receptive target words within each book to three different contexts: a picturenaming task, a free play task with related objects, and within the child’s home. While both
groups benefited from the intervention, group differences were noted between cleft and noncleft
performance and during and after the intervention. This chapter discusses the results in relation
to the proposed research questions, comparison with previous research, clinical implications, and
future research.
Research Questions
Three questions were posed in this study. First, do specialized storybooks created with
target words and specific receptive and expressive language prompts help children with CLP and
children without CLP to acquire and correctly produce the target words? Second, do both groups
of children generalize use of newly-learned vocabulary words from specialized storybook
intervention to a free play context with related toys? Finally, how quickly do the children with
CLP achieve correct stop consonant pronunciation in the target words?
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Question 1: Effectiveness of the Treatment Storybooks
The present study indicates that the two storybooks embedded with EMT language
prompts were successful in teaching children with and without clefts new vocabulary words.
Through visual inspection of the treatment data, it can be seen that both groups of participants
responded immediately to the storybook interventions once the treatment phases began, and each
group was able to maintain at least 50% of the target words post intervention. In fact, the
noncleft group was able to maintain 100% of the target words post intervention. PND analysis
suggests, on average, that Book 1 was moderately-to- highly effective and Book 2 was highly
effective, at teaching the vocabulary words to the six participants. It is possible that the increase
in effectiveness of Book 2 intervention on the children’s expressive vocabulary performance
could be due to practice effects to Book 2 learning.
While both groups responded to the intervention, group differences were observed within
treatment sessions. First, the cleft group required more treatment sessions to reach expressive
vocabulary criteria for both books. This shows that children with speech and language deficits,
particularly those with oral structural deficits, require additional treatment sessions to reach
treatment goals than children with no structural deficits. Second, the noncleft group were able to
maintain more of the expressive targets than the children with CLP, which shows that children
with CLP may require additonal practice with target stimuli to be able to maintain the targets in
different contexts.
Overall, the participants with CLP responded to the intervention; however, the results
indicate that the cleft group responded less accurately (i.e., not frequently) to the adult speech
recasts and to the adult models, which may be partly responsible for their continued speech
delays post-intervention (i.e., the cleft group responded correctly to 57% of the adult speech
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recasts and 7% of the adult models, whereas the noncleft group responded correctly to 100% of
the recasts and 20% of the adult models). Thus, the cleft group responded more accurately to the
speech recasts than to the vocabulary models. This finding may indicate that the speech recasts
were a more powerful teaching tool for children than the models. Proctor-Williams and Fey
(2007) found that children do not typically require many speech recasts to see an effect in their
production of words because recasts are more powerful than models. These authors hypothesize
that children respond to recasts more because of their saliency. In an effort to reveal the impact
of modeling in teaching the children the vocabulary and consonant targets, the children’s
spontaneous productions of receptive targets were analyzed within the intervention phases and
within the home as indicated by parent report. Receptive targets were chosen because the
children only received passive modeling of receptive targets within the intervention books as
well as within the home. Therefore, by analyzing the children’s spontaneous production of the
receptive targets during the intervention phases and the parent report of the children’s use of
receptive targets in the home at post-intervention, the present study was able to examine the
effectiveness of modeling alone. Within the parent reports, the children with CLP did use the
receptive targets more following the intervention than prior to intervention; however, parents
report greater use of the expressive targets (that received elicitive modeling and recasts)
following intervention. This comparison indicates that while all modeling appears to assist
vocabulary learning, elicitive modeling resulted in greater generalization to home use. In order
to address the impact of passive modeling versus elicitive modeling and speech recasts on the
speech production status of the children, a comparison was performed of the speech accuracy in
response to receptive and expressive targets. Within the intervention phases, the receptive target
must have been produced at least once to be considered for speech accuracy analysis. The cleft
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group produced the initial consonants of the Book 1 receptive targets with 91% accuracy and the
Book 2 receptive targets with 100% accuracy. The noncleft group produced the initial
consonants of Book 1 and Book 2 receptive targets with 100% accuracy. Although the children
produced far fewer responses to the receptive targets, when they did produce them they occurred
toward the end of the treatment and they were quite accurate. (Therefore, the children (CLP and
Non-CLP) required much more exposure (or passive modeling) to the receptive targets to see an
impact in their spontaneous production of these targets. Thus, modeling alone produced a
positive effect on the children’s speech accuracy of initial consonants, but it took many more
sessions to see an effect of the modeling on the children’s speech, whereas children seemed to
respond rather quickly to speech recasts.
In addition, the data showed that both groups of children required less adult speech
recasts and adult models near the end of each storybook intervention, suggesting that both groups
of children were able to correctly produce the initial consonants of the expressive targets
spontaneously within the books as intervention progressed. Both groups of children required
more vocabulary models than speech recasts, indicating that they needed more vocabulary
training than articulation training during the intervention phases. However, it is important to
note that both groups of children were more likely to produce initial consonants of expressive
targets correctly following a speech recast than following a model.
The data within the second baseline for Book 2 showed that the target words of Book 2
were not acquired during Book 1 Intervention, as the children responded with 0% accuracy to the
second baseline for Book 2. It can be inferred that acquisition of Book 2 target words was due to
intervention and not to the children’s change in age during this time or to their exposure to the
target words in their environments. Because the target words in Book 2 were high frequency
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words, the children likely received models in their environment to these words prior to
intervention but only began using these words after intervention began.
The results show that the children with CLP increased their production of the expressive
targets within and outside intervention, which lends support to the overall effectiveness of the
present intervention protocol. Scherer (1999) found similar results when investigating the effects
of milieu intervention on children with CLP displaying limited consonant inventories and
delayed expressive language; the treatment produced an increase in vocabulary production that
generalized to a language sample in the clinic and home. Phonological performance also
improved from pre- to post- milieu intervention, which was interesting in that vocabulary was
the main target of the intervention, not speech. Therefore, the present findings parallel with the
findings of Scherer (1999), in that both studies show Milieu Teaching as an important treatment
source to use when needing to target both speech and vocabulary skills in children with structural
deficits.
Question 2: Generalization of Target Words to Other Contexts
The results indicate that the children were able to take the target words they learned in a
book context, and apply them within a free play context following intervention. Within the Book
1 free play task , the participants with CLP spontaneously produced three of the four expressive
targets within the play probe (i.e., ball, bucket, and cookie); however, they did not use the
expressive target “park”, while two participants without clefts did use and produce initial /p/ in
“park” correctly during within the same free play task. Therefore, the particpants with cleft
displayed difficulty generalizing the expressive target word “park” to the free play context with
related park toys.
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Within the Book 2 free-play task, all participants with CLP and one participant with
noncleft spontaneously used all four expressive targets in the free play task but were unable to
produce initial consonant /s/ in “soap” The remaining two participants with nonclefts used three
of the four expressive targets (i.e., bath, bow, duck) in the final bath-themed free play task, and
one participant from each group was unable to correctly produce initial /d/ in “duck.” Overall,
the cleft group displayed difficulty generalizing the production of “soap” to a free play context
following Book 2 Intervention. This may indicate that young children with CLP did not change
their production of fricatives at the same time they were modifying their production of stop
consonants. Fricative consonants are often considered developmentally more advanced than stop
consonants. While the groups were similar in age and language level, the children with CLP
were less phonologically advanced than the noncleft peers.
The results also show that both groups of children were able to generalize most of the
expressive targets taught in the intervention book series to novel pictures of these expressive
targets and to the home. The cleft group generalized more of the expressive targets within Book
2 than Book 1, while the noncleft group generalized the same amount of expressive targets to the
novel pictures across the books. This shows that children with speech and language deficits,
particularly children with CLP, may need continued practice of treatment targets before
generalization results can be seen to novel contexts. In regards to the children’s generalization of
targets within the home (as reported by the parents), the results were similar across both groups
of participants and no large group differences were observed. The noncleft group reportedly
used, on average, one more expressive target and two more receptive targets than the cleft group
in the home. This similarity in the groups for generalization of targets into the home shows that
the cleft group was able to perform just as well as the noncleft group at labeling these targets in
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the home without additional instruction from the parents. Accurate production of consonants
within the targets used in the home was not reported by the parents, but parents reported accurate
labeling of the targets in the home. This is a particularly exciting result of this study because
generalization and maintenance of treatment effects are often problematic for children with
speech and language deficits.
Question 3: Achievement of Correct Stop Consonant Pronunciation of Target Words
Treatment Sessions. Correct stop consonant pronunciation of target words was monitored
throughout the treatment sessions. A child met criterion when he or she was able to produce at
least 50% of the initial consonants of the four target words. The cleft group took longer to meet
the speech criteria (i.e., average of 12 sessions for Book 1 and 7 sessions for Book 2) than the
noncleft group (i.e., average of 5 sessions for both Book 1 and Book 2). One participant with
CLP displayed difficulty producing initial /d/ in “duck” and initial /s/ in “soap”. During the final
stages of Book 2 Intervention, five of the six participants were able to spontaneously produce
initial fricative consonant /s/ for the target word soap, which is a sound that typically occurs later
in children’s consonant repertoire.
While 2 of the children with CLP used glottal stops frequently in their connected speech,
the participants with CLP did not produce many compensatory sounds (i.e., glottal stops) for the
initial stop consonants in the target words. The majority of the substitutions were as follows: /m/
for initial /b/; /t/ for initial /k/; /t/ for initial /s/; /g/ for initial /d/; and occasionally /ʔ/ for initial
/p/. The children with CLP tended to use glottal stops for primarily medial (i.e., glottal stop use
for 12% of the medial stop consonants) and final consonants (i.e., glottal stop use for 22% of the
final stop consonants) the target words (e.g., /paʔ/ for “park”; /bʌʔI/ for “bucket”) in the
intervention phases; however, these compensatory productions did not count towards accuracy
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for criterion. The data suggest that final and medial consonants would be a logical next
intervention target for these children.
Within Generalization Tasks. The children’s production of initial consonant targets were
collected during the picture-naming task and free play task during the initial, intermediate, and
final probes. For Book 1 novel picture targets, the participants with out clefts made slightly
larger gains in their generalized production of initial consonant targets to novel picture stimuli
post-intervention than the cleft group; however, for Book 2 novel picture targets, the cleft group
made larger gains (0% to 75%) than the noncleft group (25% to 75%). The similar gains in
generalization of production of expressive targets in both groups indicate that the children with
CLP were acquiring production of the target words at a rate commensurate or faster than the
noncleft peers.
Language Samples. The children were given opportunities to produce stop consonants
outside the target words during the language samples. The children with CLP made significant
gains in their PCC-stop consonant measures (46% to 60%) from pre- to post- intervention which
was the category treated in the intervention. The change in total PCC collected in the language
samples pre and post-intervention was less dramatic, probably due to the expanded context of the
sample. Two of the participants with CLP produced glottal stops in the final position of words
during the final language sample, which decreased their final PCC-R. However, the participant’s
percentage of glottal stops decreased from 22% at pre-intervention to 8% at post-intervention for
the cleft group as a whole. The initial word position was targeted and the remaining glottal stop
use was primarily in the final word position, which was not targeted in this treatment. Initial stop
consonants /p,b,d,k/ were targeted in the present study’s treatment. At pre-intervention, stop
consonants /b, d, g/ were emerging sounds in the consonant inventory of the children with CLP.
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At post-intervention, all children with CLP produced initial stop consonants /p, b, t, d, k, g/, with
exception of one participant with CLP who did not produce initial /t/ and initial /k/. Therefore,
the children with CLP were able to learn these sounds within a book context using EMT
language prompts and targeting speech with both modeling and speech recast procedures.
Group differences were observed among the articulation measures within the language
samples. First, the cleft group increased their consonant inventory from pre- to postintervention, while the noncleft group made no gains in this domain. Second, the cleft group
showed a large increase in their PCC-stops, while the noncleft group showed an actual decrease
in this measure and an increase in PCC-fricatives. Third, the cleft group showed a slight increase
in total PCC-R, while the noncleft group showed a slight decrease in total PCC-R which more
than likely was caused by to the group’s decrease in PCC-stops. In realizing the decrease in the
noncleft group’s PCC-R, the PI reviewed the post-intervention language samples of Participant 4
and Participant 5 for any inconsistency of stop consonant production and found that both
participants, particularly Participant 4, began omitting more stop consonants and substituting
other sounds for the initial stop consonants at post-intervention. The PI, in her interview with
these children’s teachers, learned that these children were showing the same inconsistencies in
consonant production in the classroom. During the ages of 24-36 months, children have been
known to vary in their accuracy of production of speech sounds, particularly with fricatives,
affricates, and glides (Paul, 2001). These developing sounds may have influenced these
children’s production of stop consonants at this time. Overall, the three group differences
support that the intervention was effective at increasing the children with cleft’s speech-sound
production of the targeted initial consonants within the intervention and speech sounds outside
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the intervention in initial, medial, and final positions of words, while making them succeed past
the noncleft group on some speech measures.
Comparison of Findings to Previous Research
Kishel (2006), through her use of EMT-embedded storybooks with a typically
developing child and a developmentally delayed child with speech and language impairments,
found that the delayed child acquired fewer target words at a much slower rate than her typically
developing peer. For Book 1 Intervention, the child with speech and language impairments took
36 sessions to reach criteria, whereas the typically developing child took 18 sessions. For Book 2
Intervention, the delayed child was not able to reach criteria, while the typically developing child
reached criteria within 11 sessions. Kishel (2006) attributed these differences to the differences
in articulation skills and receptive knowledge of expressive target words prior to intervention.
At the beginning of the study, the child with delays was 34 months of age and had a vocabulary
of 50-75 signs and 10-15 spoken words as reported by the mother. The child’s consonant
inventory was limited although the sounds in the inventory were not specified. Kishel (2006)
reported that the delayed child’s speech impairments negatively impacted her acquisition of the
expressive target words.
Through the replication of Kishel’s intervention protocol with the addition of adult
speech recasts of the childrens’ productions, the present study found that the specialized
storybooks embedded with EMT language prompts can effectively target both vocabulary use
and speech production of children with CLP. The present study’s participants were younger than
the participants used in Kishel’s study but had similar productive vocabulary sizes (i.e., between
15 to 35 words as reported by the parents) before intervention. In addition, the participants with
CLP did not have any other diagnoses other than speech and language impairments secondary to
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cleft palate. Given the similarities between Kishel’s participants and the children in this study,
the differences in the sessions to criteria are interesting. Both children with CLP and noncleft
children achieved criteria in fewer sessions that the children in the Kishel study. While this is
not surprising for the child with developmental delays, it was surprising for the typical child. It
may be that the addition of speech recasts may have facilitated the learning rate with the
storybooks. A diagnosis of developmental delay, or any other pervasive developmental
disabilities, may limit the child’s receptivity to prompting. In the present study, one child with
CLP responded more slowly to the intervention, and he displayed the most severe speech and
language delays; however, this child still responded to the intervention and generalized targets to
other contexts. Futher, all children in the present study learned vocabulary targets and correct
production of initial consonants simultaneously, suggesting that the children’s speech
impairment did not impact their ability to acquire the vocabulary targets within the structure of
the intervention storybooks. Therefore, this specialized intervention, of combining EMT elicited
prompting and modeling procedures with speech recasts, allowed the child to simulaneously
change speech production and learn vocabulary.
Enhanced Milieu Teaching
The present findings parallel previous research findings that have investigated the
efficacy of EMT as an effective method of targeting language skills of children with language
and cognitive delays (Hancock & Kaiser, 2002; Kaiser & Hancock, 2000; Kaiser & Hester,
1994). First, the results are congruent with Kaiser and Hester (1994), who found EMT to be an
effective early language intervention strategy for preschool children exhibiting language delays
for both within-treatment setting effects and its generalized effects across settings (i.e., home,
classroom, clinic). Kaiser and Hester (1994) demonstrated an increase in the children’s MLU
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and number of different words and generalization of treatment targets into naturalistic settings
outside of the treatment context. Second, Kaiser and Hancock (2000) investigated EMT
implemented by parents and clinicians for preschool age children with significant cognitive and
language delays. While the present study used clinicians as the intervention agent, the ultimate
goal for the storybooks used in the present intervention is that they be used by parents within the
home. Although the clinician-administered intervention generalized to home, these storybooks
could provide parents with materials to support use of EMT at home. Because storybooks are
both a part of children’s daily routines and play activities, they can easily be used as a material
for the parents to use to stimulate and teach language and speech skills to their children at home.
Finally, this study expanded the results of Kaiser and colleagues by examining the impact
of EMT on the speech production of children. Many children with language impairment also
have delays in speech production (Chapman et al., 2001); therefore, it is imperative for clinicians
to choose an efficacious treatment approach that can target both aspects of communication for
these children. This study reinforced the positive impact of EMT on both language use and
speech production of children with both speech and language delays.
Speech and Language Growth of Children With CLP
Previous research with the cleft palate population suggests a need for these children to
receive early intervention targeting both speech and language skills (Scherer & D’Antonio, 1997;
Scherer et al., 1999, 2003; McGahey, 2004), because children with CLP frequently avoid words
containing the stop consonants that are difficult to produce. Scherer, D’Antonio, and McGahey
(2008) found that children with CLP made similar gains on vocabulary measures (number of
words, number of different words) and speech measures (phonetic inventory, percent of
consonants in the inventory) as younger noncleft children who did not receive intervention,
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indicating that the children with cleft’s speech and vocabulary were growing at a rate similar to
that of younger noncleft children.
The present intervention study provided children with CLP the opportunties to expand
their vocabulary and practice speech sounds in a functional, everyday context of reading books.
The results indicated that the children with CLP benefitted from the intervention, increasing
ability to produce target words within both books across multiple contexts (i.e., novel picturenaming task, free play tasks, and within the home as reported by parent questionnairre) following
intervention. More importantly, their vocabulary size and consonant production increased from
pre-intervention to post-intervention.
Speech Recasts
The present study’s results somewhat support the findings of Camarata (1993), who
found that speech recasts significantly decreased children’s speech errors. The present study did
not control the speech recast rate as in the Camarata study. The present study’s participants
decreased their use of glottal stops and increased their overall speech accuracy levels from preto post- treatment; however, it can not be assumed that the speech recasts alone made this
change, as both clinician modeling and recasts were presented to the children. An analysis of the
children’s recastable utterances showed that the children received fewer adult recasts of their
productions near the end of each the treatment phases due to their acquisition of the initial
consonants of the expressive targets within the books. Camarata (1993) and Yoder et al. (2005)
have found similar findings in their research of speech recasts, as their number of adult recasts
decreased as intervention progressed and children’s correct production of speech sounds
increased.
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Second, by providing speech recasts to preschoolers with severe expressive language and
speech intelligibility impairments, Yoder et al. (2005) found that the speech recast treatment
effects were dependent on the children’s pre-treatment speech accuracy levels, as the children
with relatively low speech accuracy levels benefitted most from the treatment. While all of the
children benefitted from the intervention, the child with CLP with both receptive and expressive
delays showed slower progress than the other 2 children with CLP.
The children with CLP showed a greater change in stop consonant production and the
noncleft children showing more change in fricative production. Interestingly, the acquisition of
these consonants corresponded to different phonological developmental levels of the two groups.
The present study combined the speech recasts with the EMT language prompting model, which
includes providing the child with a model (i.e., if the child does not correctly use the target word)
prior to providing a speech recast of the child’s production of the target word. This modified
intervention approach benefitted both groups of children who displayed different speech
accuracy levels prior to the intervention.
Finally, the present study’s clinician (i.e., the PI) did not deliver a high frequency of
target-specific recasts per minute due to the restricted number of expressive targets per book
intervention. Thus, the present intervention was considered to have narrow recasting
intervention procedures, containing only specific words for the child to produce and for the adult
to recast. The present study’s findings supports the suggestions of researchers (Fey, Cleave,
Long, & Hughes, 1993; Fey & Loeb, 2002) who have stressed the need for focus on specific
targets in interventions including adult speech recasts.
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Interaction of Subject Characteristics with Response to Intervention
Participant 1 had the most significant speech and language delays of all the children in
the cleft group, displaying both receptive and expressive language delays and low speech
accuracy scores due to his production of glottal stops. Research has indicated that “outcomes for
children with simultaneous speech and language impairments are generally worse than for
children with only one of the impairments” (Aram & Hall, 1989, as cited in Yoder, Camarata, &
Gardner, 2005; p. 34). Participant 1 displayed general difficulty with acquiring and producing
expressive targets within Book 1, as there was an unstable data trend due to the participant’s
inconsistent responses. Three explanations have been considered for this inconsistency. First,
Participant 1 quickly lost interest in Book 1 and displayed difficulty remaining engaged in the
book. At session 15, the PI decided to add concrete objects to the Book 1 treatment protocol in
order to increase participant 1’s interest in Book 1. The benefit of the objects used in
conjunction with the reading of Book 1 for this cleft participant is undecided, as the data was still
inconsistent. The second possible explanation is that the client may not have understood the
concept of a park and its contents (e.g., sandbox), therefore not comprehending the content and
storyline of the book. A third explanation is that the client needed Book 1 treatment phase
sessions to adapt to the storybook routine, which may account for his success during the Book 2
treatment phase. Prior to the initiation of this study’s treatment protocol, Participant 1 received
speech and language treatment in a free play context, and he may require treatment sessions
between the non-structured play therapy to a slightly more structured therapy involving
storybooks to transition him from one context to the other. It is possible that after these
transitioning sessions, Participant 1 would have been more prepared for storybook tasks in
therapy, and, therefore, more engaged in Book 1. Further, increases in correct stop consonant
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production occurred gradually across the period of intervention and were inconsistent from
session to session for participant with cleft 1. This is congruent with studies investigating Mileu
and EMT strategies that have found that initial acquisition of speech sound and vocabulary
targets may require many sessions of training before consistent performance is seen (Alpert &
Kaiser, 1992; Hemmeter & Kaiser, 1994; Kaiser & Hester, 1994). Scherer (1999), in
investigating the effects of Milieu Teaching techniques on the vocabulary and speech sound
learning with children with CLP, also found that the children with dramatic phonetic inventory
deficits responded differently to the milieu intervention, as they acquired fewer words that had
initial sounds outside their pre-treatment phonetic inventory. Overall, there seems to be an
interaction between subject characteristics and response to intervention; and Participant 1 with
cleft displaying the most significant speech and language delays exhibited the most difficulty
with the book interventions, whereas the child with the strongest speech and language skills (i.e.,
Participant 6) showed the least amount of difficulty in responding to the intervention.
Clinical Implications
The results of this study suggest several clinical implications regarding speech and
language intervention for young children with CLP. First, this study proved that EMT language
prompts can be successfully embedded in storybooks to target specific words and sounds and
that speech-language clinicians can easily use these storybooks with a population with known
speech and language delays. With the cleft palate population, these books also proved successful
by reducing the percentage of glottal stops used for initial stop consonants. Overall, this study
provides speech-language clinicians with an additional method to implement EMT language
prompts in functional activities within the therapy session in order to facilitate both speech and
language growth in the child with CLP.
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Second, this study found that speech recasts can be easily added to language-focused
treatment protocols (i.e., particularly EMT treatment protocols) with young children ages 12-24
months of age and can make positive changes to speech-sound accuracy. The present study
provided adult recasts within a treatment protocol with a narrow target range, meaning that the
adult did not recast every inaccurate utterance of the child in the treatment sessions; only the
child’s inaccurate use or production of the expressive target words. Recasting within an
intervention protocol containing a narrow target range proved successful, as results showed that
both groups of children benefited from the adult speech recasts. Most studies investigating the
effects of adult speech and language recasts include preschool- and school-aged children (i.e.,
Yoder, Camarata, & Gardner, 2005; Proctor-Williams & Fey, 2007), while the present study
explored speech recasts with very young children ages 12-24 months. This shows that speech
recasts can be applied within intervention for a variety of ages when implemented correctly in
appropriate contexts.
Third, the present study found that the intervention protocol was simple and reliable
when implemented by a speech-language clinician. Therefore, it may be possible in future
clinical and research trials to teach parents of children with speech and language delays to
implement the storybook intervention within the home, particularly because previous studies
have found positive generalized effects of training parents to implement Enhanced Milieu
Teaching procedures (Kaiser & Hester, 1994), Joint Book Reading (Crain-Thoreson & Dale,
1999), and Milieu Teaching strategies (Hester, Kaiser, Alpert, & Whiteman, 1995) within the
home.
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Limitations
Some important limitations to this study should be noted. First, during the treatment
phases, two participants displayed difficulty differentiating the expressive target bucket and the
receptive target basket. It occurred to the principle investigator that these two words are
semantically related and, therefore, may be hard to distinguish for young children. This did not
limit the children in their acquisition of these words, but it did occur over several treatment
sessions for each of these children. Therefore, in future studies and clinical trials, storybook
target word vocabulary need to be developmentally appropriate as well as semantically different
in order for the children with speech and language delays to easily comprehend new vocabulary.
In regards to speech sound production, the target words in the books need to reflect
developmental speech sound acquisition (e,g, stops, fricatives, laterals, consonant blends) for the
child who is receiving the intervention.
Finally, the principal investigator who conducted the study was a trained speech-language
graduate clinician, trained in Enhanced Milieu Teaching techniques and speech recasting
procedures. This limits the ability to say that untrained intervention agents would be able to
teach vocabulary successfully using only the instructions in the books. Replications of this study
using untrained clinicians, teachers, and parents as interventionists are needed to determine if
this is possible.
Future Research
Future research is needed to replicate with other children with phonological delays in
order to know if severity of speech and language disorders impacts a child’s acquisition of target
words within the books. Additionally, it would be of interest to replicate the intervention
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protocols with children who have phonological disorders not related to a structural etiology and
investigate progress producing both initial and final consonants of the target words.
Moreover, because the present study found that these books were successfully
implemented by a speech-language clinician, the next suggested intervention agents are parents
of children with speech and language delays. Kaiser and Hester (1994) and Kaiser and Hancock
(2000) showed that parents implementing EMT language approaches during play-based
intervention with young children produce positive effects on the children’s generalizing
capability of the target vocabulary to different settings. Scherer, D’Antonio, and McGahey
(2008) also proved that parent-implemented language intervention increases vocabulary use and
decreases compensatory articulation for oral consonants in young children with CLP. With
parents as intervention agents, investigations are warranted to examine the embedded EMT
prompts delivered by parents in the home.
Finally, the intervention protocol needs to be tested across other children’s storybooks
that can easily be embedded with different developmentally appropriate target words and EMT
language prompts. There are some additional methodological issues that warrant investigation.
These include the scope and sequence of the vocabulary targeted as well and the expansion of
targets that address other positional constraints within the children’s phonologic system. If
future research shows that books can be more readily used as an intervention tool, clinicians will
be able to target vocabulary and emerging literacy skills with the use of the books. Additionally,
parents and teachers can build a library of books with the child’s target vocabulary words and
work on language development with the child in his natural environment.
This study investigated the effectiveness of storybooks using EMT language prompts and
speech recasts to facilitate vocabulary learning and speech sound production in children with and
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without cleft palate. Both groups of participants responded positively to the intervention, but the
participant with the weakest speech and language skills required the most sessions to reach
criteria due to his variability in response rate to the embedded language prompts within the
intervention storybooks. The children with cleft responded more accurately to the speech recasts
than to the vocabulary models, suggesting that speech recasts have a more powerful effect on
teaching children speech sound production than do vocabulary models. The children with cleft
improved their consonant inventory and other speech measures (e.g., PCC of stop consonants),
while decreasing compensatory articulation errors from pre- to post-intervention. Both groups
generalized targets to a novel picture-naming task, a free play task, and to the home as reported
by the parents, with the cleft group outpacing the noncleft group’s vocabulary and speech sound
performance in the Book 2 generalization probes. Overall, this study showed that storybooks can
be embedded with EMT language prompts and speech recasts and implemented by a trained
graduate clinician to effectively treat vocabulary and speech sound production deficits in young
children with cleft palate.
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APPENDICES
Appendix A: Sample Book Page (Kishel, 2006)
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Appendix B: Case History Form

Child’s Name: _____________________ Birth date: ________________
Parents/Guardians: ___________________________________________________
Home Address: ______________________________________________________
Street City Zip
Telephone: (home) _________________
(work) _________________
Teacher: _________________________
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------I. Birth and Early Development
Mother’s health during pregnancy:
Any unusual problems at birth (Caesarian, breech birth, etc.):
Any problems immediately following birth or during the first two weeks of
the infant’s life (swallowing, feeding, sleeping, other):

At what ages did the following occur:
Sat alone unsupported _____________ Crawled ____________
Stood alone __________________ Walked Alone __________
Fed self with spoon _____________
Is your child’s coordination good ______ fair ______ poor _____
How would you describe your child’s overall development?
III. Speech/Language Development
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When did your child say his/her first words? __________
First sentences? __________

How does your child make his/her needs known: sentences ________
phrases _____ one or two words _____ sounds _____ gestures _____
How well is your child understood in his/her first language by: (estimate in %)
Parents _____ other adults _____ brother and sisters _____ friends _____
How well is your child understood in English by: (estimate in %)
Parents _____ other adults _____ brothers and sisters _____ friends _____
How well does your child understand what is said to him/her in his/her first
language?
How well does your child understand what is said to him/her in English?
What is the primary language spoken in the home? ________________
Please add any additional information you feel will be helpful in understanding
your child’s speech.

III. General Health
Has your child had any of the following:
Age

Duration

Tonsillitis
Sinusitis
Frequent colds
Earaches
Draining ears
High fever
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Hospitalized?

Allergies
Does your child have tubes in his/her ears? ___________ Date: ___________
Does you child have any vision problems? ____________________________
Does you child have any physical handicaps? __________________________
How would you describe your child’s general health?

IV. Family
Brothers and Sisters:
Name

Age

Grade

Speech/Hearing Problem?

Are there any hearing, speech, language, or developmental problems in the family
(grandparents, parents, relatives)?

Education
Mother
What is the highest grade that you completed? ________________
How many years of college or technical school did you complete? 1 2 3 4
How many years of graduate or professional school did you complete? ______________
Father
What is the highest grade that you completed? ________________
How many years of college or technical school did you complete? 1 2 3 4
How many years of graduate or professional school did you complete? ______________
Employment
Mother
Are you presently employed? Yes No
If yes, what is your job title? _______________________________________________
What are your job duties? _________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
What type of industry do you work in, that is, what does your company produce or what services
does your company provide? _________________________________________
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______________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________

Father
Are you presently employed? Yes No
If yes, what is your job title? ________________________________________________
What are your job duties? __________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
What type of industry do you work in, that is, what does your company produce or what services
does your company provide? _________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
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Appendix C: Word and Sound List (Kishel, 2006)
What words have you heard your child say more than once?

Circle the sounds that you have heard your child produce (in words or in babbling)
m

b

y

t

ng(sing)

v

ch(cheese)

s

zh(pleasure)

u(duck)

z

n

k

ee(read)

d

g

j(judge)

th(that)

a(apple)

w

a(ape)

p

h

f

sh(sheep)

l

th(thought)

r

ah

oh

e(wet)

i(big)
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oo(goo)

i(pie)

oo(book)

Appendix D: Parent Questionnaire
Please place a check beside the word(s) that your child says at home.
____ park

____ soap

____ cookie

____ towel

____ ball

____ duck

____ bucket

____ bath

____ toys

____ mirror

____ tree

____ bow

____ basket

____ bubbles

____ apple

____ brush

Please answer the following questions.
1. Have you heard your child say any new sounds? If yes, please circle the sound which
you heard your child say.

b

p

t

d

k/c

g

s

z

sh

ch

j

2. Have you heard your child say any new words? If yes, please write them in the space
below.
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Instructions: For each word listed, indicate on a 0-3 scale how often your child uses the
word daily.
Scale:
0-----------------1-------------------2-------------------3
Never
Used
Used at least
Used
Used
Occasionally
5 times
Routinely
Words:
1. Park
0-----------------1-------------------2-------------------3
2. Cookie
0-----------------1-------------------2-------------------3
3. Ball
0-----------------1-------------------2-------------------3
4. Bucket
0-----------------1-------------------2-------------------3
5. Toys
0-----------------1-------------------2-------------------3
6. Tree
0-----------------1-------------------2-------------------3
7. Basket
0-----------------1-------------------2-------------------3
8. Apple
0-----------------1-------------------2-------------------3
9. Soap
0-----------------1-------------------2-------------------3
10. Towel
0-----------------1-------------------2-------------------3
11. Duck
0-----------------1-------------------2-------------------3
12. Bath
0-----------------1-------------------2-------------------3
13. Mirror
0-----------------1-------------------2-------------------3
14. Bow
0-----------------1-------------------2-------------------3
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15. Bubbles
0-----------------1-------------------2-------------------3
16. Brush
0-----------------1-------------------2-------------------3
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Appendix E: Toy Inventory for Free Play Probe Tasks
Book 1-Park Theme
Swing
Slide
Dog
Tree
Basket
Apple
Cookie
Sand Bucket
Sand
Clear container of toys (ball, duck, bear, doll)
Banana
Grapes
Blanket

Book 2-Bath Theme
Bath tub
Bar of soap
Water
Towel
Mirror
Collar
Brush
Bow
Dog
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Appendix F: General Data Sheets

Participant #:

Session #:

SESSION TYPE (circle):
Baseline Initial Probe Book 1
Intermediate Probe

Target Words

Initial Response:

Transcription

Book 2

Final Probe

Phonological Recast Response:

1= correct, 2=nasal sub,

1= correct, 2=nasal sub, 3=compensatory

3=compensatory sub,

sub, 4=phonological sub, 5= NR

4=phonological sub, 5= NR

--Book 1-Toys
Park
Basket
Ball
Tree
Apple
Cookie
Bucket
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Transcription

Participant #:

Session #:

SESSION TYPE (circle):
Baseline Initial Probe Book 1
Intermediate Probe

--Book 2--

Initial Response:

Transcription

Book 2

Final Probe

Phonological Recast Response:

1= correct, 2=nasal sub,

1= correct, 2=nasal sub, 3=compensatory

3=compensatory sub,

sub, 4=phonological sub, 5= NR

4=phonological sub, 5= NR

Bath
Duck
Bubbles
Soap
Towel
Brush
Mirror
Bow
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Transcription

Appendix G: Procedural Fidelity Checklists (Kishel, 2006)
Procedural Fidelity Checklist: Baseline, Intermediate Probe, Final Probe (Kishel, 2006)
Child:
Step
Researcher and child engage in book reading of baseline book 1 and/or 2 in a familiar setting.

Date:
Correct Implementation
Y
N

During baseline, the researcher and the child look at the picture displays.

Y

N

During the picture activity, the researcher gains the child's attention by saying child's name and saying
"Let's look at pictures!"

Y

N

During the picture activity, the researcher asks the correct question according to the type of trial (i.e.,
"Show me ____" or "What is it?")

Y

N

During the picture activity, the researcher waits for the child to respond for 5 s.

Y

N

During the picture activity, the child is praised, verbally and physically, for correctly pointing to a
picture.
During the picture activity, the child is praised, verbally and physically, for correctly verbally
identifying the pictures or answering with an approximation.

Y

N

Y

N

Y

N

Y

N

Y

N

Y

N

After the picture activity, the child is praised for playing the activity.

Y

N

After the session is finished, the researcher helps the child get engaged in the appropriate free play bath
or park activity (if appropriate), OR another free play activity not related to book topics.

Y

N

During the picture activity, when the child points to an incorrect picture, the researcher starts the next
trial.
During the picture activity, when the child says an incorrect word or sound, the researcher starts the next
trial.
During the picture activity, when the child doesn't respond to a prompt within 5 s, the researcher starts
the next trial.
During the picture activity, the inter-trial interval is very short, 1-2 s.
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Procedural Fidelity Checklist: Intervention Book 1, Intervention Book 2
Child:
Step

Date:
Correct Implementation

Researcher and child engage in storybook reading in a familiar setting.

Y

N

During intervention, the researcher reads the correct specialized story-book.

Y

N

Before reading, the researcher gains the child's attention by saying child's name and saying "Let's read!"

Y

N

While reading, the researcher follows the directions written in the text.

Y

N

While reading, the researcher waits for the child to respond for 5 s.

Y

N

If child responds correctly but with articulatory errors, researcher phonologically recasts target word.

Y

While reading, the researcher praises the child for correctly pointing or answering a question.

Y

N

While reading, the researcher corrects the child if the child doesn't point or answer correctly.

Y

N

While reading, the child is physically prompted if s/he doesn't respond to a prompt within 5 s.

Y

N

While reading, the child is given another prompt after an incorrect answer or no response.

Y

N

After reading the book, the researcher praises the child for sitting and listening.

Y

N

After the session is finished, the researcher helps the child get engaged a free play activity.

Y

N
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Appendix H: Picture Probe Data Sheet

Target Words

Response:
correct= 1 , 2=nasal sub,
3=compensatory sub,
4=phonological sub,
5= NR/incorrect

Bath Time Pictures
Bath
Duck
Soap
Bow
Bubbles
Brush
Towel
Mirror
Park Pictures
Park
Cooke
Ball
Bucket
Basket
Tree
Apple
Toys
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Transcription

Appendix I: Pre- Post Phoneme Tables

Participant 1
Pre-Intervention
Post-Intervention
Initial
Medial
Final
Initial
Medial

Consonants
Stops
/b,(d),g,ʔ/
Fricatives
Nasals
Glides

/ʔ/

/p,b,d,g,(t),ʔ/

/ b, ʔ /

/(p), ʔ/
/(z,s)/

/(f,ʃ) , h/
/m,n/
/l,w/

/j/

Final

/n,m/
/l/

Participant 2
Pre-Intervention
Medial
Final
/(k), (p),
/b,g,(p,),ʔ/

Post-Intervention
Medial
Final
/d, k,
/p,b,t,d,k,g, ʔ / /p,k,b/

Fricatives
Nasals

/f,h/
/m,n/

/h/
/n,m/

Glides

/j/

/j/

Consonants
Stops

Participant 3
Pre-Intervention
Post-Intervention
Initial
Medial
Final
Initial
Medial
Final
/b,(d),(k)/ /b,(d),g,ʔ /
/p,b,d,k,g/ /p,b,k/
/p,d,(t),k,g,ʔ/

Consonants
Stops

Initial

ʔ/

Fricatives
Nasals
Glides

Consonants
Stops
Fricatives
Affricates
Nasals
Glides

Initial

/h/
/m/
/j/

/m/

(t),(p), ʔ /
/s/
/m,ɧ,(n)/

/n/

/n/

Participant 4
Pre-Intervention
Post-Intervention
Initial
Medial
Final
Initial
Medial
Final
/p,b,d,k,g/ /p,b,k,g/
/k/
/p,b,d,k,g/ /p,b/
/t,k/
/f,h,ɣ/
/tʃ/
/m/
/j/

/tʃ/
/m/
/w,j/
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Participant 5
Consonants
Stops
Fricatives

Initial
/b,d,k,g/

Affricates

/tʃ/
/n,m/

Nasals
Glides

/s,h,ɣ/

Pre-Intervention
Medial
Final
/p,b/
/p,t,d,k/
/s/
/f,z/
/m/

/n/

Post-Intervention
Initial
Medial
Final
/p,b,d,k,g/ /p,b,d,g/ /t,d,k,g/
/s/
/z,s/
/s,f,ʃ,h/
/n,m/
/w,j/

/w/

/n,m/
/l/

Participant 6
Consonants
Stops
Fricatives

Pre-Intervention
Initial
Medial
Final
/p,b,d,k,g/ /p,b/
/h/

Initial
/p,b,d,g/
/ʃ,h/

Post-Intervention
Medial
Final
/p,b,t/
/p,t,d,k,g/
/s/
/z,s,f/

Affricates
Nasals

/m/

/m/

Glides

/j/

/j/

/n/

/n,m/
/l,j/
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/n,m,ɧ/
/l/

/tʃ/
/n,m/

Appendix J: Speech Recast Data Sheet

Participant #:

SESSION TYPE (circle):
Baseline Initial Probe Book 1

Session #:

Intermediate Probe
Target Words

Book 2

TOTAL NUMBER OF
MINUTES: __________

Final Probe

Adult speech recast?

Child’s Response to Recast

Yes/no

Correct: Correct Initial Consonant;
Incorrect: Incorrect Initial Consonant

--Book 1-Toys
Park
Basket
Ball
Tree
Apple
Cookie
Bucket
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Participant #:

Session #:

SESSION TYPE (circle):
Baseline Initial Probe Book 1

Intermediate Probe
Target Words

Book 2

TOTAL NUMBER OF
MINUTES: __________

Final Probe

Adult speech recast?

Child’s Response to Recast

Yes/no

Correct: Correct Initial Consonant;
Incorrect: Incorrect Initial Consonant

-Book 2Bath
Duck
Bubbles
Soap
Towel
Brush
Mirror
Bow
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Appendix K: Model Data Sheet

Participant #:

Session #:

SESSION TYPE (circle):
Baseline Initial Probe Book 1

Intermediate Probe
Target Words

Book 2

TOTAL NUMBER OF
MODELS: __________

Final Probe

Adult model needed?

Child’s Response to Model

Yes/no

Correct: Correct Initial Consonant;
Incorrect: Incorrect Initial Consonant

--Book 1-Toys
Park
Basket
Ball
Tree
Apple
Cookie
Bucket
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Participant #:

Session #:

SESSION TYPE (circle):
Baseline Initial Probe Book 1

Intermediate Probe
Target Words

Book 2

TOTAL NUMBER OF
MODELS: __________

Final Probe

Adult model needed?

Child’s Response to Model

Yes/no

Correct: Correct Initial Consonant;
Incorrect: Incorrect Initial Consonant

--Book 2-Bath
Duck
Bubbles
Soap
Towel
Mirror
Brush
Bow
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